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Research indicates most depressed patients in the general U.S. adult population
seek depression treatment in primary care settings where the prevailing method of
treatment is antidepressant medication. Although primary care physicians regard this
approach as a preferable first line method of depression treatment, studies indicate many
patients do not. Several studies have found depressed patients in these settings prefer
psychotherapy or counseling over anti-depressant medication. Many advocate patient
preferences should be integral to the treatment decision making process. There is a
demonstrated propensity towards psychotherapy or counseling over antidepressant
medication among depression patients. However, it is unclear which psychological
depression treatments patients prefer.
Several evidence-based depression treatments are available; however, studies
indicate patients may have only have a limited understanding, or no knowledge of them.
Educating patients with information to help them make sense of their depression and the
various evidence-based treatment options available, may facilitate informed decisions
regarding the most appropriate care.
The present exploratory study examines depression treatment preferences among
college students at a Midwestern university. The high prevalence of depression among

college students warrants particular attention and the need to better connect this
vulnerable and at-risk population to appropriate, evidence-based, and patient-focused
treatment. When provided information on several evidence-based depression treatments
(traditional face-to-face treatments: behavioral activation therapy, cognitive behavior
therapy, interpersonal psychotherapy, supportive therapy; and computer-based
treatments: computerized behavioral activation therapy - Building a Meaningful Life
through Behavioral Activation and computerized cognitive behavior therapy - Beating the
Blues ™) the following is evaluated: 1) preferences among face-to-face interventions, 2)
preferences among computer-based interventions, 3) whether face-to-face interventions
are preferred over computer-based interventions, and 4) attributes and characteristics
associated with treatment choice.
Utilization of a web-based survey, embedded with videos on the experience of
depression and the six aforementioned evidence-based depression treatments is described.
Findings from this research demonstrate the impact psychoeducation has on treatment
preference. It additionally provides insight on the specific treatments, and elements of
those treatments, found most and least appealing.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Depression among Young Adults and College Students
Depression is a highly prevalent psychiatric condition and is one of the most
commonly diagnosed mental disorders among adults (Richards, 2011). At the global
level, depression has been recognized by the World Health Organization (WHO) as
being the single most burdensome mental health condition with regard to its
chronicity, as well as its economic, societal, personal, and interpersonal costs (Murray
& Lopez, 1996; Richards, 2011). In 2008, the 12-month prevalence of depression
among adults within the U.S. was approximately 6.7 percent. Also at that time, 8.7
percent of adults ages 18 to 25 met criteria for depression. Young adults between the
ages of 18 and 29 are 70 percent more likely to have experienced depression over
their lifetime compared to adults in other age groups. Young adults are also 200
percent more likely to experience depression than adults over the age of 60 (NIMH,
2008).
In addition to considering the prevalence of depression among the general
young adult population within the U.S., a large subcomponent of this population –
college students – warrants particular attention (Lindsey, Fabiano, & Stark, 2009).
Approximately 41.3 percent of young adults nationwide, ages 18 to 24, attend college
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2009). To assess the physical and mental
health needs of college students, the American College Health Association (ACHA)
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administers the National College Health Assessment (NCHA) each academic year.
To date, the NCHA collects data from the largest sample of college students and also
provides the most comprehensive data available pertaining to their mental health
status (Buchanan, 2012). As reported in the Spring 2011 Executive Summary of the
survey, 31.1 percent (32,383 students) indicated that within the last 12-months they
felt “so depressed it was difficult to function.” Over 45 percent of students surveyed
reported feelings of “hopelessness” within the past 12-months. Furthermore, 6.4
percent of students (6,687 students) reported that within the last 12-months they were
“seriously considering suicide” (ACHA-NCHA-II, 2011). As indicated by the 2011
National Survey of Counseling Center Directors, 27 percent of students who
completed assessments on Depression Screening Day at 114 college counseling
centers were referred to seek treatment for their depressive symptoms (Gallagher,
2012). Data from these surveys suggest that depressive disorders may be the most
prevalent psychological conditions experienced by college students (Buchanan,
2012).
Depressed students are faced with tremendous challenges pertaining to
academic responsibilities, interpersonal struggles, as well as overall health (Miller &
Chung, 2009). Depression among the college student population has been associated
with declines in GPA scores, reduced academic productivity, increased cigarette
smoking and alcohol consumption, greater susceptibility to acute illnesses, higher
levels of anxiety, increased suicidal ideation and self-injurious behavior, as well as
college dropout (Buchanan, 2012). It has been suggested that college students are
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particularly at risk to developing depression due to a lifestyle unique to the college
experience: adapting to a new environment, alcohol and substance use, as well as
chronic sleep deprivation (Lee, 2005; Voelker, 2004). The high prevalence of
depression, as well as subclinical depression among college students supports the
need to recognize college students as a vulnerable at-risk population (Buchanan,
2012; Cukrowicz et al., 2011). It further warrants the need for clinicians to provide
appropriate and efficacious treatment to this population.
Treatment of Depression in Primary Care Settings
Among the college student population, approximately 11 percent of students
are treated by some kind of health professional (e.g., primary care physician, social
worker, counselor, or psychiatrist) for depression (ACHA-NCHA-II, 2011). Of the
general adult population within the U.S., most patients who seek treatment for their
depressive symptoms do so not from a mental health professional, but from a primary
care physician (Sharp & Lipsky, 2002). Approximately 10 to 12 percent of all
patients in primary care present with major depressive disorder (MDD) (Halaris,
2011; Sharp & Lipsky, 2002). Although, the number of patients who experience
depressive symptoms is likely to be even higher as the physician’s ability to
recognize depression can be challenged, especially in patients who rarely
spontaneously report emotional problems (Mitchell, Vaze, & Rao, 2009; Sharp &
Lipsky, 2002). Also, since depressed patients within the primary care setting are
more likely to report somatic complaints, their mental health status generally becomes
an underemphasized component of care. As a result, many depressed patients within
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these settings do not receive appropriate treatment (Halaris, 2011). Untreated
depression worsens one’s quality of life, increases emotional suffering, becomes an
interpersonal and social burden, increases the risk for suicide, and for patients with
comorbid health conditions it can reduce adherence to imperative treatments for those
conditions (Endo, Akechi, Okuyama et al., 2008). In addition to provider factors
(e.g., poor or lack of depression screening) contributing to the under-detection and
under-treatment of depression in primary care, patient factors like an inability to
recognize depression, underestimating the severity of their depression, stigma, limited
access to treatment, inadequate health insurance, as well as a lack of understanding
regarding different types of treatment play a role as well (Endo, et al., 2008;
Okuyama, et al., 2007). Under-recognition of depression should, nonetheless, be
addressed by the physician as a component of routine health screening (Endo, et al.,
2008), as well as education about and possibly providing access to available
efficacious depression treatments.
When depression is detected primary care physicians prefer the use of
antidepressants as a first line treatment for depression; though many times this is not
the primary preference of patients (Mitchell, Vaze, & Rao, 2009). Between 1987 and
2001, 87 to 89 percent of primary care visits pertaining to complaints of depressive
symptomatology resulted in patients being prescribed antidepressant medication
(Hagen, Wong-Wylie, & Pijl-Zeiber, 2010; Olfson, Marcus, Druss, Elison, Tanielian,
& Pincus, 2002; Stafford, MacDonald, & Finkelstein, 2001). However, several
systematic reviews, as well as several meta-analyses, found psychological treatments
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by themselves to be just as effective as antidepressant medications for those with mild
to moderate depression. Some meta-analyses and systematic reviews even reported
psychological treatment as slightly more effective in patients with non-severe
depression, and also better at preventing relapse (Hagen, Wong-Wylie, & Pijl-Zeiber,
2010). Studies investigating psychological treatment as a standalone approach to
treating severe depression produced mixed results with just a few reviews and metaanalyses concluding that psychological treatment alone for severe depression is just
as effective as antidepressant medication. The consensus among twelve systematic
reviews and two meta-analyses, however, is that the combination of antidepressant
medication with psychological treatment appears to be the best approach for treating
severe depression (Hagen, Wong-Wylie, & Pijl-Zeiber, 2010). Though in comparison
with either of the two approaches alone, combined treatment is just 15 to 20 percent
more effective than antidepressant medication alone or psychological treatment alone
(Hagen, Wong-Wylie, & Pijl-Zeiber, 2010).
Patient Preferences for Depression Treatment: Medication or Psychotherapy
Since several studies indicate psychological treatment for depression is as
efficacious as antidepressant medication, many recommend that a client’s preference
for treatment be considered during the treatment decision making process (Hagen,
Wong-Wylie, & Pijl-Zeiber, 2010). Evidence is mixed pertaining to whether
patients’ preferences for depression treatment directly affect treatment outcomes.
Results from studies have indicated a variety of conclusions ranging from: no
relationship existing between patient preference and outcome, finding small,
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inconsistent, and non-significant relationships, as well as demonstrating that a
significant relationship does exist (Kwan, Dimidjian, & Rizvi, 2010). Kwan and
colleagues found that although there may not be a direct relationship between patient
depression treatment preferences and outcome, patient preferences may indirectly
affect depression outcomes as indicated by patients’ level of engagement and interest
in treatment. In their study, patients who did not receive a preferred treatment were
less likely to either start treatment, complete treatment, or attend enough treatment
sessions to benefit from treatment. Patients who received their preferred treatment
tended to have more positive therapeutic alliances, as compared to those in a nonpreferred treatment. Iacoviello, McCarthy, Barrett, Rynn, Gallop, & Barber (2007)
also found this trend.
Several studies (van Schaik et al., 2004; Unützer, Katon, Callahan, et al.,
2002; Dwight-Johnson, Unützer, Sherbourne, Tang, & Wells, 2001; Dwight-Johnson,
Sherbourne, Liao, & Wells, 2000; Brody, Khaliq, & Thompson, 1997) indicate that
depressed primary care patients ages 18 to 90 prefer psychotherapy or counseling (51
to 55 %) over anti-depressant medication (27 to 38%). In their study, DwightJohnson, Sherbourne, Liao, & Wells (2000) found that for younger adults ages 17 to
34 (n=344), more than 65 percent preferred counseling over the use of anti-depressant
medications to treat their depressive symptoms. Jaycox, Asarnow, Sherbourne, Rea,
LaBorde, & Wells (2006) investigated the depression treatment preferences of
adolescent primary care patients and found that 50 percent of patients ages 13 to 22
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had a preference for counseling, while 22 percent preferred to be treated with
antidepressant medication.
Many factors can influence a patient’s preference for a particular treatment
including past successes or failures with treatment, treatment contraindications, time
constraints, travel barriers, as well as monetary cost (Lin et. al, 2005). Jaycox,
Asarnow, Sherbourne, Rea, LaBorde, & Wells (2006) found that young patients
(adolescents and young adults) having negative attitudes towards anti-depressant
medication decreased the likelihood of desiring its use for treatment. However, those
with negative views of depression treatments overall, or who were also experiencing
symptoms of anxiety, were more inclined to prefer anti-depressant medication. In
Dwight-Johnson, Sherbourne, Liao, & Wells’ (2000) adult sample, mean age 44 (SD
15), factors associated with the preference of counseling over anti-depressant
medication included being female, identifying as African American (in comparison to
those identifying as Caucasian), having greater knowledge about counseling,
acquiring paid sick leave, and not having recent antidepressant treatment. Other
factors found to be associated with the preference of psychological interventions over
medication include having concerns that medications are addictive, and having prior
success with psychological interventions (Raue & Schulberg, 2005). Patient
treatment preferences may be based upon religious and cultural beliefs, as well as
beliefs about the causes of depression and the functions of emotion (Kwan,
Dimidjian, & Rizvi, 2010). Studies have also found that depressed primary care
patients, as well as the general public, hold incorrect assumptions pertaining to
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depression care, and also have limited understanding of the efficacious treatments
available for depression (Raue & Schulberg, 2005; van Schaik et al., 2004). Several
promote educating patients with information regarding depression and available
efficacious treatments to aid in more informed decisions for appropriate care (Jaycox,
Asarnow, Sherbourne, Rea, LaBorde, & Wells, 2006; Lin et al., 2005; Raue &
Schulberg, 2005; van Schaik et al., 2004; Dwight-Johnson, Unützer, Sherbourne,
Tang, & Wells, 2001; Dwight-Johnson, Sherbourne, Liao, & Wells, 2000). DwightJohnson and colleagues found that a quality improvement intervention, of which a
couple of components included patient education and choice of treatment, led to
higher rates of primary care patients receiving and starting their preferred treatment,
compared to those receiving usual care for their depressive symptoms.
The current body of literature pertaining to the depression treatment
preferences of patients in primary care seems to have demonstrated a propensity
towards psychotherapy or counseling over anti-depressant medication. Thus, it has
been argued that psychological interventions should be utilized more in primary care
(van Schaik et al., 2004). However, at the present time it is unclear as to the specific
type of psychological interventions patients would prefer. Several evidence-based
psychological treatments for adult depression exist. Though, within primary care
settings, psychological treatments generally are not offered to patients because they
are not available, and most likely unknown. Primary care physicians may favor the
use of anti-depressant medications due to the philosophy and familiarity of their usual
practice (van Schaik et al., 2004). Buchanan (2012) found that various psychological
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approaches have been utilized for treating students with mild to moderate depressive
symptoms at university health/counseling centers: cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT),
interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT), computerized interventions, personal feedback, as
well as exercise and stress reduction training. However, health center clinicians may
also be more apt to deliver the treatments that match the philosophy of their prior
training. Certain evidence-based psychological treatments for depression may
become more available within outpatient settings (e.g., primary care, university health
centers), as well as training in the delivery of these treatments, once there is greater
knowledge regarding the types of interventions patients would prefer.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Evidence-Based Psychological Treatments for Depression
In their review article determining the most empirically supported
psychological interventions for the general population of adults with major depressive
disorder (MDD), Hollon & Ponniah (2010) found cognitive-behavioral therapy (CT),
behavior therapies (in particular behavioral activation (BA), problem-solving therapy
(PST)), and interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT) to be the most extensively studied
individual psychological treatments for depression. Each of these short-term
interventions is manualized providing clinicians with a standardized format for
delivery. Utilizing the criteria outlined by Chambless & Hollon (1998), the treatment
approaches investigated in Hollon & Ponniah’s (2010) review were considered to
demonstrate efficacy and specificity if treatment was superior to medication, a nonactive psychological treatment, or an active psychological treatment in two or more
settings. IPT, CT, BA, and PST were all found to be just as efficacious as
pharmacological treatments for MDD, and were also found to demonstrate specificity
for the treatment of MDD (Hollon & Ponniah, 2010).
Interpersonal psychotherapy for depression. Interpersonal psychotherapy
(IPT) (Klerman, Weissman, Rounsaville, & Chevron, 1984) is a time-limited,
present-focused treatment for depression (Markowitz & Weissman, 2004). The
approach draws its roots from psychodynamic principles (Raue & Schulberg, 2007)
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and places heavy emphasis on the development of a strong therapeutic alliance in
which the therapist strives to empathize and help the patient feel understood
(Markowitz & Weissman, 2004). The focus of treatment is on current problems
occurring in the patient’s relationships, generally related to four areas: unresolved
grief, role transitions, interpersonal role disputes, and interpersonal skill deficits
(Wolf &Hopko, 2008). The theory behind this approach views depression as a
medical illness that does not occur by the fault of the patient or due to personal
defect. Rather, depression is perceived to occur after a disturbing change in one’s
interpersonal relationships, for instance the death of a loved one (unresolved grief);
an interpersonal conflict with a significant other (role dispute); a significant change in
one’s life, including the transition between careers, the beginning or end of a
committed relationship, or the development of a physical illness (role transition)
(Markowitz & Weissman, 2004). During the therapy process, the therapist helps the
patient identify issues related to their interpersonal struggles. The therapist also
works to increases the patient’s awareness of the relationship between his or her
interpersonal conflict and depression, and helps the patient develop useful strategies
for coping with his or her current interpersonal struggles (Raue & Schulberg, 2007).
IPT has been deemed a well-established and empirically supported treatment
for depression (Wolf & Hopko, 2008). In their recent review of empirically
supported treatments for depression, Hollon and Ponniah (2010) found that early
studies comparing IPT to anti-depressant medication demonstrate IPT to be
efficacious and specific in the reduction of acute depressive symptoms. Although
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anti-depressants produced changes in symptoms more rapidly than IPT in these
studies, Hollon and Ponniah (2010) found that IPT produced much greater
improvement in interpersonal functioning compared to medication, although this
effect seemed to occur much later. Evidence also suggests that IPT combined with
medication outperforms a pill-placebo (Hollon & Ponniah, 2010), as well as treatment
as usual in the primary care setting (Wolf & Hopko, 2008). Though, this outcome was
also found to be the case in comparison to IPT alone (Wolf & Hopko, 2008).
However, more recent studies have found IPT to be less efficacious than CT in the
treatment of severe depression. Another study found IPT to be less efficacious than
medications (Hollon & Ponniah, 2010). It has been suggested that the earlier IPT
studies fared well against comparisons because IPT in those studies was administered
by experts, or those highly trained in the therapy. IPT is, nonetheless, regarded as a
well-established, efficacious treatment for depression, so long as it is implemented by
well-trained clinicians (Hollon & Ponniah, 2010). This observation does, however,
suggest that it might be necessary to find ways of retaining expert presence during the
delivery of efficacious treatments for depression; perhaps through the use of evolving
technology.
Cognitive behavior therapy for depression. Cognitive-behavioral therapy
(CT) stems from Beck, Shaw, Rush, & Emery’s (1979) cognitive model for
depression. This model posits that people develop schemas, or core beliefs, which
could lead an individual to the negatively interpret the events in his or her own life.
The model further suggests that buying into the manifested cognitive distortions can
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lead one to engage in depressive behavior, and thus become depressed (Jacobson et
al., 1996). The goal of CT then is to identify and modify the depressed patient’s
maladaptive cognitive distortions and core beliefs (Leahy, 1997), and that by so
doing, the patient’s depression will eventually alleviate. CT for depression introduces
patients to strategies aimed at altering observable maladaptive behaviors, distorted
thoughts, and problematic underlying schemas. Delivered in its original form, CT
focuses on modifying depressed patients’ behavior, and subsequently teaches them to
assess and correct dysfunctional thinking patterns. CT later progresses to helping the
patient abolish their problematic core beliefs and develop healthier, more adaptable
ones (Jacobson et al., 1996). CT is considered to be problem focused, goal-directed,
future-oriented, short-term, active, and skills-based. Specific strategies utilized in CT
include self-monitoring, cognitive restructuring, problem solving, behavioral
activation / activity scheduling, as well as relapse prevention (Grant, Young, &
DeRubeis, 2005).
CT is not regarded as a ‘one-size fits all’, reductionistic approach (Leahy,
1997). There are many versions of CT (Leahy, 1997) and it is believed that CT sits
on a continuum with regards to how much emphasis is placed on the cognitive
variables (Grant, Young, & DeRubeis, 2005). On one end of the continuum,
practicing therapists may focus on behavioral and environmental variables related to
the patient’s depression, while on the opposite end, strictly cognitive interventions are
employed. Most CT therapists utilize an approach that falls somewhere in between
(Grant, Young, & DeRubeis, 2005). It has been suggested that CT therapists differ
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from those following other schools of thought (e.g., behavioral therapists) due to the
need to find out “why” negative events have such significant meaning for the patient
(Leahy, 1997).
Randomized controlled trials and meta-analyses have found CT to be a wellestablished and empirically supported treatment for depression (Wolf & Hopko,
2008). Among extensive research, CT has been found to perform better than its
controls and also has demonstrated to be at least as efficacious as other empirically
supported treatments (Hollon & Ponniah, 2010). Though, in an earlier multi-site
comparison study, – the National Institute of Mental Health Treatment of Depression
Collaborative Research Program – Elkin et al. (1989) found CT to be no more
effective than a pill-placebo, antidepressant medication, and IPT for patients who
were less severely depressed. For patients who were severely depressed, IPT
evidenced to be more effective than CT, and anti-depressant medication demonstrated
to be most effective. However, in a mega-analysis of subsequent research, DeRubeis,
Gelfand, Tang, & Simons (1999) found the outcomes among four studies comparing
CT to anti-depressant medication to be equally efficacious in the treatment of
severely depressed patients. In later systematic reviews, other CT trials have been
found to be superior to pill-placebo, as well as treatment-as-usual (Hollon & Ponniah,
2010; Wolf & Hopko, 2008). Hollon et al. (2005) also found that CT produces
effects that last beyond the end of treatment, as well as lower rates of relapse in
comparison to outcomes after medication withdrawal. The results of their study
suggest that the most successful way to reduce patients’ risk of relapse post treatment
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is to either continue the use of anti-depressant medication or provide CT during
treatment. They also suggested that since CT produces longer lasting effects
following treatment, it would be more cost effective than anti-depressant medication
over time. In a randomized clinical trial evaluating the cost-effectiveness of various
treatments for depression, Sava, Yates, Lupu, Szentagotai, & David (2009), indeed,
found CT to be substantially more cost-effective than fluoxetine (Prozac).
Research regarding the efficacy and effectiveness of CT delivered
exclusively within primary care settings is limited (Wolf & Hopko, 2008).
Nonetheless, CT is still considered as efficacious and specific as anti-depressant
medications for the treatment of depression. Though, due to the complexity of the
therapy, some suggest that its current outcomes are mediated by the CT therapist’s
level of experience (Hollon & Ponniah, 2010).
Behavioral activation therapy for depression. In their component analysis
of CT, Jacobson et al. (1996) argue that since CT (Beck et al., 1979) is such a
multifaceted approach, it is possible that any one of its components could individually
be responsible for CT’s demonstrated efficacy. Jacobson and colleagues suggested
that CT works in one of two ways: 1) by getting depressed patients active and
connecting them with adaptive sources of reinforcement within their environment, or
2) due to the new coping skills depressed patients learn that help them better deal
with their manifested maladaptive, depressive thoughts. Jacobson et al. (1996) tested
these hypotheses by comparing the full version of CT to just the activation
component (BA), as well as to the cognitive component (AT). Interestingly, BA,
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single-handedly, was found to be just as efficacious as the full version of CT. This
finding led to the expansion of BA to better emphasize the link between avoidance
behavior and depression, and also a subsequent study comparing BA, once again to
CT, and additionally to anti-depressant medication (Dimidjian et al., 2006). In this
study, Dimidjian and colleagues found BA to be more efficacious than CT and
equally efficacious as anti-depressant medication among severely depressed patients.
BA was also found to have a greater retention rate, as well as a significantly greater
percentage of patients in remission post treatment. Furthermore, because of the
parsimony of the approach, advocates of BA propose that it would be better suited for
dissemination, as it could even be administered by less experienced therapists or even
as self-administered treatment (Jacobson, Martell, & Dimidijian, 2001). BA has been
regarded as a cost-effective alternative to anti-depressant medication, and has also
demonstrated to be an effective alternative to supportive therapy (Hollon & Ponniah,
2010). Because of its favorable outcomes in several comparison studies, BA is
considered an efficacious and specific treatment for depression (Hollon & Ponniah,
2010).
As BA was a subcomponent of CT in its entirety, there is some overlap with
respect to the techniques utilized, structure, and time-limited nature; though, BA was
expanded upon to strictly encompass behavioral analytic principles (Dimidjian,
Barrera, Martell, Muñoz, & Lewinsohn, 2011). The model upon which BA is based
does not view depression as solely a medical illness. Rather, contextual factors, as
well as the relationships between an individual’s behavior and his or her environment
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are considered. The BA model does not reject the importance of genetic or biological
factors; however, it expands its focus further taking into account maintaining factors
in the depressed patient’s environment (Jacobson et al., 2001).
BA therapists work with their clients to increase engagement in pleasurable,
adaptive activities; decrease clients’ engagement in activities contributing to their
depression; as well as problem solving any obstacles that are, or will, hinder
treatment goals (Dimidjian et al., 2011). In addition to self-monitoring, activity
scheduling, and problem solving, BA therapists introduce clients to reinforcing
strategies to aid in the attainment of treatment goals, shaping procedures, task
analyses, as well as social skills/ assertiveness training. BA assesses the events
occurring within a depressed individual’s life, as well as his or her responses to those
events. Rather than helping patients modify their thinking, BA works to modify the
environment such that the patient has increased contact with natural reinforcers
(Jacobson et al., 2001).
Nondirective supportive therapy for depression. Nondirective supportive
therapy, also referred to as counseling, non-specific therapy, or supportive therapy, is
a hands-off, unstructured treatment approach absent of specific psychological, or
skills-based techniques (Gaynor, Weersing, Kolko, Birmaher, Heo, & Brent, 2003).
The approach is hands-off in the sense that the therapist does not provide advice,
direction, or solutions to clients’ concerns. The therapy comprises the therapist’s
delivery of reflection, empathic listening, encouragement, and support of clients’
exploration of their experiences. These elements in combination are considered the
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basic elements of all psychological therapies, making Supportive Therapy a common
control condition for treatment outcome studies (Cuijpers, Driessen, Hollon, van
Oppen, Barth, & Andersson, 2012). However, Cuijpers and colleagues (2012)
reference several studies examining the outcomes of supportive therapy as a treatment
itself for depression. Findings from their meta-analysis exploring the efficacy of
supportive therapy for adult depression reveal this approach is an effective treatment;
however, less effective in comparison to other skills-based depression treatments.
Computer-Based Treatments for Depression
The aforementioned psychological treatments for depression have
demonstrated efficacy in face-to-face formats. Intensive interventions, though, can be
expensive and time-consuming (Newman, Szkodny, Llera, & Przeworski, 2011).
Treatment delivery within a face-to-face context can also be challenging especially in
settings where agencies need to meet expensive service costs with only a limited
amount of funding. Delivering effective mental health treatment is also challenged
when patient waiting lists are unacceptably lengthy, referred patients are reluctant to
enter treatment, patients have time constraints due to demanding schedules, and/or
when the agency does not have enough therapists available to keep up with the
clinical demand (Kaltenthaler, Parry, Beverley, & Ferriter, 2008).
Technology (e.g., computers, smart phones, the Internet) has dominated the
mainstream and allows for vast amounts of information to be accessed readily and
instantaneously. Within the healthcare domain, information technology has enhanced
the wide-spread dissemination of mental health services, as well as access to health
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related information, treatment, and support (Proudfoot, 2004). The utilization of
technology in the application of psychological treatments is considered a cost
effective approach that advances the dissemination of empirically-supported
treatments to a growing number of psychological disorders (Newman et al., 2011).
Several modes of technological interventions in the field of mental health
have been researched including the utilization of: palmtop computers, desktop
computers, automated telephone-guided therapy systems, Internet therapy, as well as
virtual reality therapy (Newman et al., 2011). In addition to increasing access to
treatment, technology-assisted therapies, as Newman and colleagues refer to them,
have other benefits for the clients who use them including: increasing clients’ selfmonitoring skills, providing clients with structured guidelines for employing learned
techniques, as well as providing clients with immediate feedback for employed
techniques.
In particular, computer-based treatment programs are now an alternative
method of treatment delivery reducing the level of involvement clinicians may have
with their patients (Kaltenthaler et al., 2008). These programs can range from
Internet-based therapies accessible to users anywhere, to treatment programs that are
only accessible in clinical settings and monitored by trained staff. The amount of
time a user can spend online or face-to-face with a therapist during the utilization of
these programs can vary. For instance, some computer-based programs are “selfadministered” where the client may only have contact with a therapist during the
assessment period. Other programs may be “predominantly self-help” where, in
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addition to the assessment period, the user may have contact with the therapist during
periodic check-ins, “how-to” instructions, as well as during the explanation of the
rationale for the treatment program. The amount of time spent in contact with the
therapist would be less than 1.5 hours total. There are computer-based programs with
more therapist involvement, though much less than that for traditional face-to-face
therapy. Clients using these computer-based programs with “minimal therapist
contact” would have more than 1.5 hours contact. With “predominantly therapist
administered” computer-based programs, clients would generally have regular contact
with a therapist each session, though still less than would occur during traditional
face-to-face therapy (Newman et al., 2011).
In their review of studies investigating technology-assisted therapies,
Newman and colleagues (2011) sought to determine the optimal level of therapist
contact needed for therapeutic efficacy of such approaches. They concluded that
further research is needed in order to determine the minimum amount of human
contact needed. However, of the Internet-based websites, CD-ROM programs
accessed on computers in healthcare settings, telephone systems with computerized
interactive voice responses, and computer-telephone integrated systems Newman et
al. (2011) determined that computer-based programs with some structured regular
interaction with a therapist, and located in settings with a support staff are probably
the most beneficial for clients, especially those with clinical depression. A later
meta-analysis conducted by Richards & Richardson (2012) did find therapistsupported computerized depression treatment to be superior to computerized
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depression treatments that were non-supported. As indicated in their analysis, data
reflected an effect size of d = .78 for therapist-supported computerized treatment, d =
.58 for administrative-supported treatment, and d = .36 for computerized-treatment
without support (Richards & Richardson, 2012).
Computer-based treatment programs are increasingly being utilized by
clinicians as an adjunct to treatment, and also have been introduced to patients on
clinic waiting lists. However, the idea of receiving psychological treatment through a
computer is not without controversy as concerns have been raised regarding patient
acceptance, safety, costs, as well as efficacy. Though, the outcomes among the
growing literature exploring these concerns may be enough to ease those who are
suspect of the modern and conventional approach for mental health services
(Proudfoot, 2004).
Studies indicate that computer-based treatment programs also provide viable
alternatives for other forms of assessment and self-monitoring, as people may feel
more comfortable self-disclosing to a computer rather than to another person;
especially private events like suicidal ideation (Newman, Consoli, & Taylor, 1997).
Furthermore, such programs offer access to information to users, for instance young
males, whose rates of seeking face-to-face mental health consultation are low
(Proudfoot, 2004).
Computer-based treatment programs also have the technology capabilities to
activate emergency and crisis-response protocols, and also ensure appropriate action
is taken should emergencies occur. For instance, programs can send out reminders
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and provide reports to clinicians. Computer-based treatment programs can also store
and analyze data, for instance a client’s assessment scores, which can be
systematically sent to the monitoring physician, as well as the client for selfmonitoring (Proudfoot, 2004).
There is some evidence that supports the cost-effectiveness of computer-based
treatments (Proudfoot, 2004). McCrone and several colleagues (2004) found that a
computer-based treatment program for depression within a mental health setting was
superior to usual care with respect to clinical outcomes and lost employment costs
(client sick/absent days from work). The program did not directly reduce health care
costs in this particular trial. With respect to direct service costs, it was found to be
more expensive than usually care, though not significantly. However, because of the
significant clinical benefits to clients, employment cost benefits, and because the
computer-based program did not significantly increase health care costs, the
investigators deemed it a cost-effective approach (McCrone, Knapp, Proudfoot et al.,
2004).
The results of recent studies also lend further support to the efficacy of
computer-based treatments for depression. A meta-analysis of 19 RCTs concludes
that computer-based treatments not only reduce depressive symptoms, they also result
in clinically significant improvements, as well as remission of depression (Richards &
Richardson, 2012). In particular, there is a growing literature supporting the
effectiveness of CT computer-based approaches for treating depression. Because of
the highly structured nature of CT, it works well as a treatment delivered via
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computer. Furthermore, since traditional face-to-face CT has already demonstrated
efficacy, computer-based treatments for depression are typically CT-based. The
computer-based treatment programs of today are considered state-of-the-art. These
programs are interactive with users and consist of mulit-media components like hightech graphics, animations, as well as voice-over features. They are developed with
the user in mind and consist of self-rating questionnaires, activity scheduling, and
other homework components of CT. Furthermore, the programs are designed to be
user-friendly, especially for clients with limited computer experienced (Proudfoot,
2004).
Beating the Blues™ (BTB). BTB is a computerized version of a packaged
CT treatment for depression developed in the UK. The program was developed to be
accessed by adult patients and utilized within a primary care setting, under the
supervision of practitioners. The program is interactive and consists of several
multimedia features, including high-quality video. Patients are first presented with an
introduction to the treatment program, during which they are provided with
psychoeducation pertaining to the nature of depression (in the context of the CT
model), as well as the rationale for the program. Over the course of eight weekly
sessions, the patient works through eight modules and is asked to complete specific
exercises relative to what was learned in the prior session(s). The modules include:
1) identifying/defining the problem and discussion of pleasurable events; 2) automatic
thoughts; 3) thinking errors and distraction; 4) challenging unhelpful thinking; 5) core
beliefs; 6) attributional style; and 7) action planning and conclusion (Proudfoot,
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Ryden, Everitt, et al., 2004). Each session is individually tailored to meet the
patient’s specific needs, with subsequent sessions building upon preceding ones.
Progress is monitored and reports are generated indicating symptom changes and the
patient’s overall response to BTB. These reports, as well as any expressions of
suicidal behavior are reviewed by the monitoring practitioner (or nurse) (Proudfoot,
Goldberg, Mann, Everitt, Marks, & Gray, 2003).
Proudfoot and colleagues (2003) conducted the first randomized controlled
trial of BTB out of a primary care setting. Patients with depression, anxiety, or mixed
anxiety/depression participated in the study and were randomized to treatment as
usual (TAU) or BTB. Patients completing the BTB program spent a maximum of
five-minutes with a nurse practitioner at the beginning and end of each session. This
time was spent making sure the patient had correct handouts, session summaries, in
addition to scheduling the next appointment. Proudfoot et al. (2003) found patient
outcomes post-BTB were of clinical and statistical significance. Depression and
anxiety ratings, as indicated by the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II) and Beck
Anxiety Index (BAI), fell to scores near the normal range of functioning and lasted
six-months following the end of treatment. Long-standing improvements were also
demonstrated in quality of life functioning, as indicated by Work and Social
Adjustment Scale (WSA) ratings (Proudfoot et al., 2003).
A subsequent study (Proudfoot, Ryden, Everitt, et al., 2004) sought to
investigate the efficacy of the computer-based CT program, BTB, in an expanded
sample and different outpatient setting. Adult patients with anxiety, depression, and
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mixed anxiety/depression demonstrated improved functioning across several
variables following their completion of BTB. Post-treatment results indicated
improvement across several domains: depression and anxiety, work and social
adjustment, reductions in negative attributions, as well as increased positive
attributions. Higher treatment satisfaction ratings were also reported, in comparison
to TAU (Proudfoot et al., 2004).
Building a Meaningful Life through Behavior Activation (BAML).
BAML is a computer-based treatment program for depression, based upon BA.
Developed by BA experts from a mid-Western university in the U.S., the therapeutic
content of the program is derived from several BA treatment protocols (Cullen,
Spates, Pagoto, & Doran, 2006; Addis & Martell, 2004; Porter, Spates, & Smitham,
2004; Wright, 2002; Martell, Addis, & Jacobson, 2001; Lejeuz, Hopko, & Hopko,
2001; Jacobson et al., 1996) previously used in clinical and research contexts, while
its captivating technological features emanated from the support and consultation of
multimedia and instructional design experts (Spates, Kalata, Ozeki, Stanton, & Peters
(in press). Since BA in its traditionally delivered format (face-to-face) has a
supporting evidence base, BAML developers aimed to increase the dissemination of
BA by adapting the approach to technological form so that it could be accessed with
more ease, and by a wider variety of patients.
BAML is a unique program with users’ interests and preferences in mind. At
the start of the program, the patient is asked to choose a computer-therapist (video
clips of actual BA therapists) whom he or she would prefer to accompany them on the
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journey over the course of treatment. Video clips of the patient’s preferred therapist
are interspersed throughout the program delivering therapeutic content and
instructions over the course of each session. Professional actors were used during the
development of BAML providing video-vignettes of various depressed patients. The
program consists of ten sessions during which patients learn about the nature of
depression within the BA framework, what BA treatment entails, values and valuesconsistent action, activity scheduling, the relationship between behavior and mood, as
well as several mini-lessons relevant to each case: increasing adaptive activities,
anger management, improving interpersonal communication, stress management,
sleep hygiene, increasing job-getting skills, as well as goal-setting and goal
achievement. BAML users are asked to complete out-of-session homework
exercises. In addition, their symptomatology and depression severity is monitored
weekly by the program (Spates, Kalata, Ozeki, Stanton, & Peters, in press).
As a precursor to an already ongoing randomized controlled trial, a pilot
investigation of BAML reporting the outcomes of 15 moderately to severely
depressed patients was recently published lending support to the novel approach.
Patients experienced significant reductions in depressive symptoms after completing
the computer-program. These changes in symptoms were significantly associated
with changes in process variables considered to be important during the
administration of face-to-face BA. Changes in measured activation levels and
decreases in negative automatic thoughts were associated with symptom reductions.
Furthermore, these benefits were also maintained six-months post-treatment. Just
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after the completion of BAML, four patients were responsive to the treatment
program (as indicated by achieving at least a 50% reduction in depressive symptoms),
while three patients were in remission. At follow-up, six patients were responsive to
treatment, while six obtained scores indicative of remission. Significant
improvements were also observed on quality of life measures, which were also
reflected six-months post-treatment (Spates, Kalata, Ozeki, Stanton, & Peters, in
press). Although the study was a small-scale trial of ‘self-selected’ participants who
completed treatment within a non-primary care setting (laboratory setting), findings
still provide preliminary evidence in support of a computer-based BA depression
treatment program.
Towards Patient Centered Care
It has been made clear that several evidence-based psychological interventions
are available and appropriate for the treatment of adult depression. In addition to
therapies delivered in traditional formats that have already demonstrated efficacy
(i.e., face to face BA, CT, IPT, & supportive therapy), computer-based programs (i.e.,
BAML and BTB) – based upon empirically supported packaged treatments – are
demonstrating to be potentially appropriate alternative depression-care approaches
within primary care settings. Not only are these contemporary modes of treatment
profiting clients, they may also benefit agencies and adequately address the
challenges such agencies face (e.g., mental health practitioner shortages, clinical
demand, limited funding, etc.).
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Attention has been called upon to improve the way in which patients are cared
for within the health care delivery system (Compton & Grossman, 2005). As part of
an “agenda for change” following the release of results from the Cross the Quality
Chasm (2001) report, which provided a comprehensive review of the overall quality
of the U.S. health care system, ten rules were established to redesign and improve
care (Corrigan, 2005). Of the ten rules, it was proposed that patient-care be highly
accessible and available in various forms, “not just through face-to-face visits.” It
was also proposed that patient-care be tailored to a patient’s individual needs and
values, and, in addition, be flexible to a patient’s choice and preferences.
Furthermore, it was also recognized that patients should be involved in a “shared
decision making” process pertaining to their health, and be afforded the information
necessary to make an informative contribution to the health care decisions that affect
them (Corrigan, 2005). Thus, in an effort to address its short-comings, the focus of
the current health care delivery system is shifting towards adopting a more patientcentered approach such that the patients’ values and preferences guide the type of
treatment delivered (Wittink, Cary, TenHave, Baron, & Gallo, 2010).
Duncan & Antonuccio (2011) also call for a “higher standard of care” in their
article outlining the rights patients have as recipients of treatment from their primary
care providers. Since the use of pharmacotherapy is the prevailing method of
treatment for depressed patients within the primary care setting, their article
emphasizes informing patients of all effects associated with this line of treatment
(adverse and intended), as well as demonstrated treatment efficacy, and how
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pharmacotherapy compares to other alternative interventions (i.e., empiricallysupported psychological treatments) for depression. Duncan & Antonuccio (2011)
also specify that although pharmaceutical marketers and physicians are generally not
forthcoming with this type of information, all patients have a right to this knowledge.
Consistent with other studies (van Schaik et al., 2004; Unützer, Katon, Callahan, et
al., 2002; Dwight-Johnson, Unützer, Sherbourne, Tang, & Wells, 2001; DwightJohnson, Sherbourne, Liao, & Wells, 2000; Brody, Khaliq, & Thompson, 1997),
Wittink et al. (2010) also found that patients prefer counseling to treat depression
over medication. Additionally, it was found that information pertaining to addiction
potential, effectiveness of treatment, adverse effects, monetary cost, temporal cost,
concurrent treatment effects (medication in combination with counseling), and the
nature of the therapeutic relationship were of importance to patients when considering
depression treatment (Wittink et al., 2010).
Patients also have a right to be thoroughly informed about the various
psychological interventions available for their depression care. This includes the
nature and elements of each approach, the underlining model of depression for which
each approach is based, intended effects, potential adverse effects, costs (i.e.,
monetary, temporal), as well as types of delivery formats. Studies indicate that
depressed patients, and even the general public, have limited understanding of
depression and its available treatments (Rave & Schulber, 2005; Van Schaik et al.,
2004). Educating patients with information regarding how to make sense of their
depression, in addition to the various evidence-based psychological treatments
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available, may facilitate informed decisions regarding the most appropriate care
(Duncan & Antonuccio, 2011; Jaycox, Asarnow, Sherbourne, Rea, LaBorde, &
Wells, 2006; Lin et al., 2005; Raue & Schulberg, 2005; van Schaik et al., 2004;
Dwight-Johnson, Unützer, Sherbourne, Tang, & Wells, 2001; Dwight-Johnson,
Sherbourne, Liao, & Wells, 2000).
Purpose of Study
The current body of literature pertaining to depression treatment preferences
among patients in primary care seems to have demonstrated a propensity towards
psychotherapy or counseling over anti-depressant medication. At the present time,
however, it is unclear as to the specific type of psychological interventions patients
prefer. Several evidence-based psychological interventions are available to treat
depression; though, as studies indicate, patients may have limited or no knowledge
and understanding of them. Educating patients with information regarding how to
make sense of their depression and to the various psychological treatments available
may address this. This information may also facilitate informed decisions regarding
the most appropriate care.
A study is warranted to add to the current literature and knowledge-base
regarding depression treatment preferences. The present exploratory study
investigates depression treatment preferences among college students. When
provided information pertaining to each treatment approach (face-to-face treatments:
BA, CT, IPT, supportive therapy, and computer-based treatments: BAML and BTB)
the following is investigated: 1) preferences among face-to-face interventions, 2)
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preferences among computer-based interventions, 3) whether face-to-face
interventions are preferred over computer-based interventions, and 4) attributes and
characteristics associated with treatment choice.
As it stands, psychological treatments are generally not offered to patients in
primary care settings because they are not available, are most likely unknown, and
would likely interfere with the prevailing workflow in primary care, (i.e., brief 12-15
minute patient encounters). Furthermore, primary care physicians tend to prescribe
anti-depressant medications for depression care due to the philosophy and familiarity
of their usual practice. Although various evidence-based interventions for depression
have been found to be utilized at university health centers for depressed students,
health center clinicians may also be more apt to only deliver the treatments that match
the philosophy of their prior training. Greater knowledge of depressed patients’
treatment preferences may facilitate a shift towards flexible patient-focused care in a
greater number of outpatient settings (e.g., primary care, university health care
centers), thereby effectively matching treatment to patient’s individual needs and
values. Information regarding patient’s choice and preferences may also increase the
application of appropriate evidence-based depression treatments, as well as training in
their delivery.
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CHAPTER III

METHOD

Sampled Population
College students attending classes at Western Michigan University were
targeted as potential participants for the study. Participation was open to students
who were at least 18 years of age, able to read and comprehend the study’s Englishwritten informed consent form and survey, and able to complete these items in webbased form.
As an exploratory study seeking preliminary insight on attitudes and
preferences for evidence-based psychological depression treatment, the study utilized
a non-probability sampling method, yielding a sample comprised of self-selected
participants. This approach was chosen due to restricted access to college students in
the region, as well as budgetary, recruitment, and time limitations. Given the nature
of self-selected samples, it is likely not every study-eligible student had an
opportunity of inclusion in the sample. Furthermore, self-selected participants may
have different characteristics than those who did not participate within the population
of interest (Fowler, 2014; Eysenbach & Wyatt, 2002; Sackmary, 1998). These
participants may be more likely to participate in research which interests them, or
addresses a topic by which they are affected. They may also be particularly attracted
to the incentives offered for their participation in a research study (Eysenbach &
Wyatt, 2002). To address issues of selection bias, and strengthen the usefulness of
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the study’s results (Skowronek & Duerr, 2009), strategies were employed to obtain a
larger (N=375), diverse sample, best resembling the students at Western Michigan
University, as indicated by current enrollment data.
Potential participants were educated about the opportunity to partake in the
survey study via conventional participant recruitment methods throughout campuses:
advertisements on electronic/ print notice boards, and classroom announcements.
Advertisements were posted in all academic departments, common areas, and high
traffic areas. Additionally, an online announcement about the study was posted to
students on the Western Michigan University portal page with an accompanying link
to access the survey.
Incentives for participation were utilized in an effort to increase the study’s
response rate. Prior research has found that web-based surveys featuring incentives,
(e.g., prize drawings) compared to those without incentives have a greater number of
participants and lower numbers of incomplete responses (Van Selm & Jankowski,
2006). For the present study, an opportunity to win a $10, $25, or $50 gift card, in
addition to extra course credit upon instructor approval, was available to those
students who completed the survey.
Data Collection and Measurement
A web-based survey. Web-based surveys are innovative, inexpensive,
flexible, and convenient methods of data collection that allow participants and
researchers survey access 24 hours a day, seven days a week, at a time and place of
their choosing (Jennings, 2014; Sackmary, 1998). Web-based surveys allow
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researchers to obtain larger, diverse samples, more quickly, and cost-effectively than
research in a traditional lab setting (Jennings, 2014; Jansen, Corley, & Jansen, 2007).
Additionally, they provide a means by which to contact hard to reach respondents, as
well as the possibility of anonymity when participants provide responses about
personal experiences and opinions that are sensitive in nature (Van Selm &
Jankowski, 2006; Sackmary, 1998). Survey research, in general, is known for its
weaknesses, including increased threats to validity, reliability, sampling, as well as
generalizability (Jansen, et al. 2007). However, technological advances in websurvey programs offer tools that can improve data quality and response rates, check
for incomplete responses, customize item/instrument delivery, vary the order of
questions during instrument delivery, generate multiple question formats, detect and
prevent repeat responders, monitor response times, and integrate multimedia (e.g.,
animation, voice, video, images) (Jansen et al., 2007; Van Selm & Jankowski, 2006).
Qualtrics© Research Suite: a web-based survey application. Since its first
release in 2005, Qualtrics© has been one of the leaders in web-based survey
applications (Jennings, 2014). With over six thousand consumers including global
corporations, academic institutions, and other organizations, Qualtrics© provides a
platform for the development and distribution of web-based surveys (Qualtrics©,
2014). Supported by most common Internet browsers, the Qualtrics© Research Suite
records survey respondent data, performs basic analyses, generates summary reports,
and offers innovative and advanced features to enhance respondents’ overall survey
experience (Snow, 2012). Data collected and stored within the application include:
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responses to survey questions, optional distribution email lists for survey delivery,
information regarding user activity within the survey tool, as well as the survey itself
and accompanying graphics/images. Qualtrics© web-based applications are equipped
with safeguards in place to protect data and maintain information security. Qualtrics©
maintains that all respondent data is protected at the highest level in accordance with
the Health Insurance Portability and Accessibility Act (HIPPA) and Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH). All
Internet transmitted data is encrypted and protected via firewalls and stored on servers
and back up centers. Qualtrics’© consumers access their created surveys and captured
data via accounts that are username/password protected. Qualtrics’© consumers are
the owners of the surveys they create, in addition to accompanying data/user info,
analyses and reports (Qualtrics©, 2014).
Survey content. The Qualtrics© web-based survey was comprised of items
similar to those included in surveys administered in the Dwight-Johnson, et al.
(2000), Lin et al. (2005), Givens, Houston, Van Voorhees, Ford, & Cooper (2006),
Jaycox et al. (2006), and Wittink, Cary, TenHave, Baron, & Gallo (2010) studies of
treatment preferences among adolescent and adult depressed primary care patients,
though with adaptations necessary to meet the objectives of the present investigation.
The survey assessed demographic characteristics, current mental health status,
previous/current experience with depression and depression treatment, perceived
stigma about mental health treatment, knowledge and attitude about depression and
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depression treatment, factors important when making treatment decisions, and
preferences for evidence-based depression treatment.
Demographic characteristics. Several demographic characteristics were
assessed in the survey so that comparisons could be made to samples in prior
depression treatment preference studies, as well as comparisons to the Western
Michigan University student population at large. Participants were asked to indicate
their gender, age, race/ethnicity, attending university/college, enrollment status,
academic level, employment status, financial status, and whether they had health
insurance coverage.
Experience with depression, depression treatment, and other mental health
history. Participants were asked to indicate their history with depression and
depression treatment. Those endorsing a depression treatment history were asked to
indicate the type of provider from whom treatment was received, setting, form (e.g.,
medication, non-medication, face-to-face, computer-based) in addition to their level
of satisfaction with treatment. Participants were also asked to indicate if a family
history of depression and depression treatment existed. Diagnostic histories of other
mental health disorders and corresponding treatment were also assessed.
Current depression symptomatology and severity was assessed using the
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) (Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001)
measure, which has been utilized in web-based form in other studies (Fann, Berry,
Wolpin et al., 2009; Cockayne, Glozier, Naismith, Christensen, Neal, & Hickie, 2011;
Young, Fang, Golshan, Moutier, & Zisook, 2012). This measure was considered
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appropriate for this investigation for reasons similar to those cited in other web-based
depression survey studies. The questionnaire is brief and assesses depression
symptom criteria consistent with the Diagnostic and Statistic Manual (DSM-IV-TR).
The PHQ-9 has also been administered to medical patients, as well as non-clinical
populations. In addition, the 9-item questionnaire is considered a reliable and valid
measure (Kroenke et al., 2001; Lowe et al., 2004; Fann et al., 2009). Regarding score
interpretation, Kroenke and colleagues (2001) divided scores from the PHQ-9 into
categories indicating depression likelihood. Scores ranging from 0 to 4 are indicative
of minimal depression, scores from 5 to 9 as mild depression, scores 10-14 as
moderately severe depression, and scores from 20 to 27 as severe depression.
Presentation of the PHQ-9 followed a procedure somewhat similar to that described
in Givens, Houston, Van Voorhees, Ford, & Cooper (2007). After completing this
portion of the survey, participants were presented the following information adapted
from Givens et al., (2007):
“If you are experiencing depression symptoms and are concerned that you
need treatment or intervention services, you may contact the following
services. Some people with depression may feel that nothing will make them
feel better. This is an expected feeling when you are depressed. It is important
to speak with a health care professional about how depression is treated and
to learn more about the large number of people who have:
Family & Children Services

(269) 344-0202

WMU Psychology Clinic

(269) 387-8302
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Center for Counseling & Psychological Services

(269) 387-5105

Counseling Services at Sindecuse Health Center

(269) 387-1850

VA Medical Center, Battle Creek

(269) 966-5600”

Perceived stigma about mental health treatment. Two previously developed
instruments normed with college student samples were presented in this portion of the
survey. The Attitudes towards Seeking Professional Psychological Help Scale – short
form (ATSPPH-S) (Fischer & Farina, 1995) was developed as a shortened 10-item
version of the 29-item scale (Fischer & Turner, 1970). Providing a measure of
positive or negative attitudes towards professional psychological help, items are rated
from 1 (disagree) to 4 (agree), with higher scores indicating positive attitudes. The
ATSPPH-S was found to correlate with the original 29-item measure (.87). The scale
also demonstrates internal consistency (alpha coefficient .84) and test-retest reliability
(r = .80) (Vogel, Wade, & Hackler, 2007).
The Stigma Scale for Receiving Psychological Help (SSRPH) was developed
by Komiya, Good, & Sherrod (2000) to assess how socially stigmatizing it is to seek
psychological treatment. The scale consists of five-items, with each item rated from
0 (strongly disagree) to 3 (strongly agree). High scores on this instrument indicate a
greater perception of social stigma with receiving psychological help. Komiya et al.
(2000) found the SSRPH demonstrated an acceptable level of internal consistency
with an alpha coefficient of .72 and construct validity. The instrument correlated
negatively with the ATSPPHS-S demonstrating that the less social stigma people
perceive, the more likely they are to seek psychological help.
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Knowledge and attitude about depression and depression treatment. This
section of the survey comprised eight-items derived from other depression treatment
preference studies (Givens et al., 2007; Jaycox et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2005), with
adaptations to meet the objectives of the present study. Respondents were asked to
indicate the degree to which they agreed with several statements utilizing a 7-point
Likert scale (strongly disagree – strongly agree). Statements included:
“depression is a personal problem that someone should be able to pull
themselves out of on their own,” “depression is a medical condition for which
someone might need professional treatment,” “depression is a medical
condition that is best treated with antidepressant medication,” “depression is
a medical condition that is best treated with therapy/ counseling,” “depression
is a medical condition that is best treated with the combination of
antidepressant medication and therapy/ counseling,” “therapy via a computer/
online program is just as effective as therapy/ counseling face-to-face with a
provider in his/her office.”
Respondents were also asked to indicate the degree to which they were familiar with
several evidenced-based psychological treatments for depression: cognitive behavior
therapy, supportive therapy, interpersonal psychotherapy, behavioral activation
therapy, computerized cognitive behavioral therapy (Beating the Blues™),
computerized behavioral activation therapy (Building a Meaningful Life through
Behavioral Activation).
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Factors important to treatment choice. Wittink et al. (2010) found that
participants consider the following features/aspects of depression treatment important
and influential to their preferred choice: type of treatment, anticipated number of
sessions, effectiveness of treatment, location of sessions, adverse effects and severity
of those effects, financial burden, temporal cost, as well as the nature of the
therapeutic relationship. The information pertaining to each treatment approach in
the survey addressed each of these factors, and was presented to survey participants
via video-clips.
Preliminary depression treatment preference assessment. Prior to viewing
the educational videos for each evidence-based psychological depression treatment,
respondents were asked to indicate their preference for various treatment modalities.
Items in this portion of the survey were also derived/adapted from previous
depression treatment preference studies (Dobscha, Corson, & Gerrity, 2007; Jaycox et
al., 2006; Lin et al., 2005; Dwight-Johnson et al., 2000). Respondents were asked to
indicate the degree to which they agreed with the following statements utilizing a 7point Likert scale (strongly disagree – strongly agree): “if I were depressed, I would
prefer to see a mental health professional face-to-face in an office setting,” “if I were
depressed, I would prefer to take antidepressant medication alone without therapy/
counseling,” “if I were depressed, I would prefer to receive help from a counselor/
therapist without taking antidepressant medication,” “if I were depressed, I would
prefer to receive help from a counselor/ therapist in combination with antidepressant
medication,” “if I were depressed, I would prefer to receive help from a computer/
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online depression treatment program.” Participants were also asked to rank the
evidence-based therapy approach they would prefer to receive utilizing a 1 (most
preferred) to 6 (least preferred) scale.
Post-depression treatment video preference assessment. Following the video
presentation of each evidence-based treatment approach, participants were asked to
indicate the features/aspects of treatment they found most appealing (i.e., type of
treatment, anticipated number of sessions, effectiveness of treatment, location of
sessions, adverse effects and severity of those effects, financial burden, temporal cost,
nature of the therapeutic relationship). They were also asked to indicate their
preference for each treatment approach presented, and indicated a final preference
ranking for each therapy.
Evidence-Based Depression Treatment Informational Video Content
As previously described, therapeutic content for each video was addressed
according to the factors patients found important to their treatment choice, determined
by Wittink et al. (2010). This allowed for uniformity of content across videos.
Descriptions of the features associated for each treatment were referenced from prior
research pertaining to each treatment: CBT (Grant, Young, & DeRubeis, 2005;
Leahy, 1997; Jacobson et al., 1996), BA (Dimidjian, Barrera, Martell, Muñoz, &
Lewinsohn, 2011; Martell, C. R.; Jacobson, Martell, & Dimidjian, 2001; Jacobson, et
al., 1996), IPT (Markowitz & Weissman, 2004), Supportive Therapy (Cuijpers,
Driessen, Hollon, van Oppen, Barth, & Andersson, 2012; Areán, Raue, Mackin,
Kanellopoulos, McCulloch, Alexopoulos, 2010; Gaynor, Weersing, Kolko, Birmaher,
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Heo, Brent, 2003). An introductory video pertaining to the experience of depression
briefly introduced survey respondents to the prevalence of depression among adults,
symptoms, and the impact these symptoms may have on daily functioning, activities,
and relationships. The introductory video also explained the treatable nature of
depression and the availability of several treatment options. Detailed content for each
video can be found in the appendix.
Procedure
The Qualtrics© web-based survey was designed to take 45-60 minutes to
complete. Respondents were only able to access the survey items after reading
through the web-based informed consent page and clicking the “agree” button to
consent to the use of the answers provided. After agreeing to proceed to the survey,
respondents were asked to provide answers to 84 survey questions assessing
demographic/background information, experiences with and attitudes about
depression and treatment, the factors important when making decisions about
healthcare treatment, and preference for each depression treatment presented. Survey
questions comprised multiple choice, text-entry, and rank-order response-types.
Seven informational videos were embedded into the survey, with preference
assessment questions following each video. The introductory video on the experience
of depression was approximately two-minutes in length. Each of the six depression
treatment videos were just over five-minutes. A content outline of the web-based
survey experience can be found in the appendix.
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Confidentiality of Data
Qualtrics© maintains that all respondent and survey data in the Research Suite
application remains secure such that anonymity and confidentiality are kept in
accordance with HIPPA and HITECH (Qualtrics©, 2014). The principle and student
investigator had direct access to the survey data collected for the purposes of data
management and analysis. A username and password were required to access and
download data from the online server.
Survey Methodology
The survey was designed to address survey non-responding by creating
forced-choice items such that a response input was required before proceeding to the
next survey item. To address for order effects, the survey was designed such that
survey items and depression treatment videos were presented to survey respondents in
random order.
Data Analysis
The present study evaluated preferences for treatment among survey
responders, as well as attributes and characteristics associated with treatment choice.
The analysis plan was modeled after analyses described in prior studies that have also
examined treatment preference and factors potentially contributing to those
preferences (Givens et al., 2007; Jaycox et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2005; Dwight-Johnson
et al., 2000; Wanigaratne & Barker, 1995). Univariate analyses, including the
examination of frequencies and proportions, provided descriptive characteristics of
the sample. Bivariate analyses allowed for the investigation of potential predictors of
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treatment preferences. Multivariate analyses were utilized to further explore
associations among a combination of variables in relation to treatment preference.
Analyses were also employed to determine group differences within the sample (i.e.,
currently depressed, history of depression treatment, and no experience with
depression and/or prior treatment), as well as differences across repeated measures.
Characteristics of the data. The majority of the data collected best fit the
nominal and ordinal levels of measurement. Depression severity, as measured by the
PHQ-9, and the ATSPPHS-S and SSRPH scales best met criteria for the interval level
of measurement. Data from the PHQ-9, however, were transformed into categories
representing levels of depression severity, as indicated by the score interpretation
guide (Kroenke & Spitzer, 2002).
The normality of the distribution of scores for each variable of interest was
assessed through the examination of skewness, kurtosis, and visual inspection of
histograms, probability plots, and boxplots. This assessment revealed the majority of
the distributions for variables of interest were seriously positively, negatively, and
bimodally skewed. Given these characteristics of the data, nonparametric statistical
tests were employed. Nonparametric tests do not require normally distributed data.
Data analyzed in these tests may be categorical or rank-ordered. Furthermore,
nonparametric approaches test hypotheses regarding ranks, medians, or frequencies of
the data collected (Pett, 1997).
Analysis of preference data. Due to the interest of explicit preferences for
each treatment, data were collapsed into dichotomous variables (e.g., “prefer” and
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“do not prefer”, “agree” and “disagree”). “Indifferent” or “neither agree nor
disagree” responses were not included these analyses. As a nonparametric alternative
to the repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), Cochran’s Q tests were
conducted to determine whether differences existed in the proportion frequencies of a
dichotomous response (e.g., prefer or do not prefer, ranked most preferred or not
ranked most preferred, ranked least preferred or not ranked least preferred, important
or not important) across repeated measures. The Cochran’s Q test is an appropriate
analysis to use when a dichotomous outcome variable is measured across several
conditions, when subjects serve as their own controls, and when the same group of
subjects is exposed to multiple interventions or test items (Pett, 1997). Similar to its
parametric counterpart, ANOVA, the Cochran Q test only determines whether there
are significant differences in the proportions of responses across the multiple
conditions. Determining where the differences exist relies on post hoc analyses using
the McNemar test with Boneferroni correction to adjust for the increased risk of Type
I error (Pett, 1997).
Analysis of group differences. The entire sample consisted of respondents
who have had experiences with depression and/or depression treatment, as well as
those who have not had any experience with depression. Chi-square tests for two
independent samples were employed to determine if differences existed between
these subgroups in relation to depression treatment preferences and treatment factors
found most appealing. The chi-square test for two independent samples is an
appropriate test to use when data are characterized as frequencies and not scores,
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when the variables under examination are mutually exclusive categories, if the
assumption of independent observations has been met, and if all the expected
frequencies in a 2 x 2 contingency table with df = 1 are greater than 5 (or no more
than 20% of the cells in a larger table with df > 1 have expected frequencies less than
5) (Pett, 1997). Group membership variables included current depression (PHQ-9
total score ≥ 5) and no depression or prior depression treatment, and history of
depression treatment and no depression or prior depression treatment. Comparisons
between current depression and history of depression subgroups were not made
because they violated the assumption of mutual exclusivity. In instances when
expected cell frequencies were less than 5, the Fisher exact test was used as an
analogous alternative.
Analysis of change between pre and post-video preferences. A
nonparametric version of the paired-t test, Wilcoxon signed ranks tests were
conducted to determine changes between pre-video and post-video treatment
preference rankings. Wilcoxon signed ranks tests are appropriate when the data being
analyzed are paired observations where subjects serve as their own controls, are either
continuous or characteristic of the ordinal level of measurement, and when the
difference scores are symmetric in relation to the true median for the population (Pett,
1997). Given the computed pre-post change scores are classified at the continuous
level of measurement, and are normally distributed, a repeated measures ANOVA
was used to determine differences in change scores across treatments.
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Examining associational relationships between preferences and other
variables. Of interest were associations between preferences and several variables
among respondents with current depression, as indicated by PHQ-9 total scores
greater than or equal to 5. Logistic regression analyses were conducted to determine
whether preferences for a particular depression treatment could be predicted by a set
of variables (e.g., demographic, clinical, stigma, attitude, knowledge). Logistic
regressions are considered appropriate analyses to run when the outcome is a
mutually exclusive, dichotomous variable (e.g., most preferred, not most preferred)
(Leech, Barrett, & Morgan, 2011). Because a small number of cases per predictor
variable and multicollinearity among these variables can lead to misleading results
(Leech et al., 2011), several independent variables (covariates) were transformed,
combined, or eliminated from the analyses. Multicollinearity was assessed through
examination of intercorrelations among potential predictor variables and associated
correlation statistics (tolerance and VIF). Variables with high or moderate
correlations, and accompanying low tolerance values (1 – R2) were combined into a
meaningful composite variable (Leech et al., 2011) (e.g., prior depression treatment
history and other mental health treatment history were combined to a mental health
treatment composite variable), or eliminated if another related variable provided a
more meaningful contribution (e.g., maintaining the ethnicity variable and eliminating
residency status; maintaining the age variable and eliminating year in school).
Potential predictor variables for the logistic analyses were determined through
examination of bivariate correlations (Spearman’s rho as a nonparametric alternative
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to the Pearson product-moment correlation) between treatment preference and other
variables (e.g., demographic, clinical, stigma, attitude, knowledge). Backward
stepwise regression analyses were run to determine a parsimonious combination of
variables necessary to predict the outcome of preferring a particular depression
treatment over the others that were presented.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics
A total of 664 respondents accessed the web-based survey. 375 respondents
completed the survey at a response rate of 56.5%. Presented in Table 1 are
characteristics of the sample including demographic background, depression/ mental
health and treatment history, current depression symptom severity, perceived stigma
and attitudes regarding depression/ mental health treatment, as well as familiarity
with evidence-based depression therapies. The majority of the sample identified as
female (66.7%, n = 250), Caucasian (73.6%, n = 276), 18-23 years of age (70.4%, n =
264), 1st - 3rd year undergraduate (56.3%, n = 211), single/never married (81.1%, n =
304), with income in the range of $0 - $9,999 (63.7%, n = 239). Frequency
proportions of the sample’s demographic characteristics resembled those of the
student population at WMU during the Fall 2014 semester (Data on Students
Enrolled, Fall Headcount, 2014). Thus, the sample is representative of the targeted
student population.
Approximately 33% (n = 123) of the sample indicated a diagnostic history of
depression (see Table 2). PHQ-9 total scores, as presented in Table 3, indicated that
at the time of the survey 55.7% (n = 210) of the sample were experiencing symptoms
consistent with at least mild depression (M = 6.71, SD = 5.56). Of those who had
experience with depression treatment (33.3%, n = 125), 66.4% (n = 83) sought help
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Table 1.
Sample Characteristics – Demographics
Demographic Variables

n

%

Female
Male
Preferred Not to Answer

250
122
3

66.7
32.5
0.8

18 - 20
21 - 23
24 - 26
27 – 29
30 - 39
40 – 49
50 or Above

171
93
39
22
31
10
9

45.6
24.8
10.4
5.9
8.3
2.7
2.4

White / Caucasian
Black / African American
Native American / American Indian
Asian
Hispanic / Latino
Middle Eastern
More Than One Race
I’d Rather Not Say
Other

276
50
1
13
19
2
12
1
1

73.6
13.3
0.3
3.5
5.1
0.5
3.2
0.3
0.3

Residency Status
U.S. Citizen State Resident
U.S. Citizen Non-State Resident
International Student – Permanent Resident
International Student - Visa

336
20
5
14

89.6
5.3
1.3
3.7

Marital Status
Never Been Married
Married / Committed Partnership
Separated
Divorced

304
60
4
7

81.1
16.0
1.1
1.9

Gender

Age

Ethnicity
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Table 1.
Sample Characteristics – Demographics (continued)
Demographic Variables

n

%

Student Status
1st Year Undergraduate
2nd Year Undergraduate
3rd Year Undergraduate
4th Year Undergraduate
5th Year Undergraduate
6th Year Undergraduate or More
Masters Level Student
Doctoral Level Student
Other

63
88
60
56
27
17
50
10
4

16.8
23.5
16.0
14.9
7.2
4.5
13.3
2.7
1.1

Field of Study
Human / Social Sciences
Medicine / Health Sciences
Business
Science
Engineering
Aviation
Education
Communication
Liberal Arts
Fine Arts / Music
Law
Agriculture / Life Sciences
Undecided
Other

141
44
36
35
29
7
26
7
26
5
5
1
5
8

37.6
11.7
9.6
9.3
7.7
1.9
6.9
1.9
6.9
1.3
1.3
0.3
1.3
2.1

Employment Status
Full-Time
Part-Time
Not Employed

60
198
117

16.0
52.8
31.2

239
62
23
20
9
22

63.7
16.5
6.1
5.3
2.4
5.9

Income
$0 - $9,999
$10,000 - $19,999
$20,000 - $29,999
$30,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $49,999
$50,000 or More
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from a counselor, social worker, or psychologist, followed by 62.4% (n = 78) who
were prescribed antidepressant medication from a primary care physician. A family
history of depression was indicated by 58.1% (n=218) of the sample.
Table 2.
Sample Characteristics – Mental Health and Treatment History
Clinical Variables

n

%

Ever been diagnosed as having depression?
No
Yes

252
123

67.2
32.8

Ever been treated for depression?
No
Yes
Counselor, social worker, psychologist
Medication from primary care physician
Medication from psychiatrist
Religious counseling
Computer / web-based program
Other

250
125
83
78
41
15
2
7

66.7
33.3
66.4
62.4
32.8
12.0
1.6
5.6

Treated for depression in last 6-months?
No
Yes

62
63

49.6
50.4

Satisfaction w/ prior depression treatment?
Very dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neutral
Satisfied
Very Satisfied

10
23
32
38
22

8.0
18.4
25.6
30.4
17.6

Family history of depression?
No
Yes

157
218

41.9
58.1
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Table 2.
Sample Characteristics – Mental Health and Treatment History (continued)
Clinical Variables

n

%

Family history of depression treatment?
No
Yes
Counselor, social worker, psychologist
Medication from primary care physician
Medication from psychiatrist
Religious counseling
Computer / web-based program
Other

175
200
122
129
78
27
4
6

46.7
53.3
61.0
64.5
39.0
13.5
2.0
3.0

Ever been diagnosed with other mental health conditions?
No
Yes
Anxiety disorder
Trauma/PTSD
ADHD / ADD
Bipolar
Other

267
108
65
7
15
8
10

71.2
28.8
60.2
6.5
13.9
7.4
9.3

The prevailing method for depression treatment among family members was
medication prescribed by a primary care physician (64.5%, n = 129), followed by
treatment with a counselor, social worker, or psychologist (61%, n = 122). Other
mental health diagnoses were indicated by 28.8% (n = 108) of the sample, of which
included anxiety disorders (60.2%, n = 65), ADHD (13.9%, n = 15), bipolar disorder
(7.4%, n = 8), as well as trauma/PTSD (6.5%, n = 7).
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Table 3.
Sample Characteristics – Current Depression Symptom Severity
PHQ-9 Variables

n

%

Mean

SD

PHQ-9 Total Score

375

100

6.71

5.56

0–4

No Depression

166

44.3

1.96

1.46

5–9

Mild Symptom Severity

101

26.9

6.67

1.48

10 – 14

Moderate Symptom Severity

71

18.9

11.90

1.48

15 – 19

Moderately Severe Symptom Severity

23

6.1

16.09

1.04

20 – 27

Severe Symptom Severity

14

3.7

21.57

1.50

The ATSPPH-S revealed the sample carries a less positive attitude towards
seeking professional psychological help (M = 11.29, SD = 5.68) than other studies
(Vogel, Wade, & Hackler, 2007; Komiya, Good, & Sherrod, 2000); however, falls
just within the total score range found in the normative study, (M = 17.45, SD = 5.97,
n = 389) (Fischer & Farina, 1995) (see Table 4). Males carried a more positive
attitude towards seeking professional psychological help (M = 12.47, SD = 5.54) than
females (M = 10.76, SD = 5.68), atypical of findings in other studies (Komiya et al.,
2000; Fischer & Farina, 1995). SSRPH scores (M = 5.61, SD = 2.72), however, were
similar to those found in the normative study (M = 5.79, SD = 3.06, n = 311)
(Komiya et al., 2000). Also consistent with other studies, males had a higher
perception of social stigma with receiving psychological help (M = 6.03, SD = 2.70)
than females (M = 5.40, SD = 2.73).
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Table 4.
Sample Characteristics – Perceived Stigma about Mental Health Treatment
Perceived Stigma Variables

n

%

Mean

SD

Attitudes towards Seeking Professional
Psychological Help Scale (ATSPPH-S)
Total Score
Females
Males

375
250
122

100
66.7
32.5

11.29
10.76
12.47

5.68
5.68
5.54

Stigma Scale for Receiving Psychological
Help (SSRPH)
Total Score
Females
Males

375
250
122

100
66.7
32.5

5.61
5.40
6.03

2.72
2.73
2.70

As presented in Table 5, the majority of the sample (51.5%, n = 193) agreed
that depression is best treated with therapy/ counseling, or the combination of therapy
and antidepressant medication (46.9%, n = 176). Only 3.5% (n = 13) initially agreed
that therapy via computer or online program is just as effective as therapy/ counseling
face-to-face with a provider in his/her office, with the majority of the sample
disagreeing (49.9%, n = 187).
Over half of the sample (52.5%, n = 197) indicated having familiarity, or at
least a basic understanding of CBT (see Table 6). A little over a third of the sample
indicated having familiarity with the other evidence-based face-to-face therapies (BA,
IPT, and Supportive therapy). The sample was much less familiar with evidencebased computer therapies. Approximately 10% of the sample indicated they had at
least heard of computer CBT (Beating the Blues ™) (n = 38) or computer BA
(Building a Meaningful Life through Behavioral Activation) (n = 37).
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Table 5.
Sample Characteristics – Attitudes about Depression Treatment
Agree

Disagree

Attitude Variables

n

%

n

%

Depression is a personal problem that someone
should be able to pull themselves out of on
their own.

15

4.0

239

63.7

Depression is a medical condition for which
someone might need professional treatment.

304

81.1

7

1.9

Depression is a medical condition that is best
treated with antidepressant medication.

47

12.5

84

22.4

Depression is a medical condition that is best
treated with therapy/ counseling.

193

51.5

8

2.1

Depression is a medical condition that is best
treated with the combination of antidepressant
medication and therapy/ counseling.

176

46.9

35

9.3

Therapy via a computer/ online program is just
as effective as therapy/ counseling face-to-face
with a provider in his/her office.

13

3.5

187

49.9

Table 6.
Sample Characteristics – Knowledge of Depression Treatment
Heard of …
Knowledge Variables

Familiar with …

n

%

n

%

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)

250

66.7

197

52.5

Behavioral Activation Therapy (BA)

164

43.7

114

30.4

Supportive Therapy

197

52.5

146

38.9

Interpersonal Psychotherapy (IPT)

189

50.4

137

36.5

Computer CBT (Beating the Blues™)

38

10.1

23

6.1

Computer BA (Building a Meaningful Life)

37

9.9

15

4.0

None

75

20.0

118

31.5
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Preferences for Evidence-Based Face-to-Face Depression Treatment
Prior to the presentation of the evidence-based depression treatment videos,
the majority of the sample (71%, n = 266), indicated a preference for face-to-face
treatment (see Figure 1). The observed frequencies among those meeting current
criteria for depression with a PHQ-9 score equal to or greater than 5 (67.6%, n =
142), and those without current depression or prior depression treatment history
(78.3%, n = 101), did not statistically differ in relation to preference for face-to-face
therapy, as indicated by a Fisher Exact test (n = 254), p = .208. Additionally,
although a higher frequency of preference for face-to-face therapies was observed
among those without current depression or prior depression treatment history
compared to those with a history of depression treatment (68%, n = 85), there was no
statistically significant difference, Fisher Exact test, (N = 19), p = .208.
Figure 1.
Frequency Percentages for Initial Preference for Face-to-Face Therapy
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The results of a Cochran’s Q test indicated there were statistically significant
differences in the proportion of frequencies for each depression treatment ranked
most preferred, following the presentation of the informational videos, (p <.001).
Post hoc analyses were conducted utilizing the McNemar test with a Boneferroni
correction (α = .003) to account for 15 post hoc comparisons among the full sample.
These analyses revealed face-to-face interventions continued to be a most preferred
treatment modality. The percentages of the observed frequencies for each treatment
approach are presented in Figure 2. The proportion of observed frequencies for each

Figure 2.
Post Video Frequency Percentages of Treatments Ranked Most Preferred
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face-to-face depression treatment among the entire sample were significantly greater
than those for Computer CBT (CBT, χ2 (1, N = 375) = 33.24, p <.001, ϕ = -0.36; BA,
χ2 (1, N = 375) = 11.77, p = .001, ϕ = -0.35; IPT, χ2 (1, N = 375) = 15.93, p <.001, ϕ =
-0.25; and Supportive Therapy, χ2 (1, N = 375) = 13.64, p <.001, ϕ = -0.32). This was
also the case when McNemar analyses were run with Computer BA and face-to-face
CBT (χ2 (1, N = 375) = 27.80, p <.001, ϕ = -0.36), IPT (χ2 (1, N = 375) = 12.44, p
<.001, ϕ = -0.25), and Supportive Therapy (χ2 (1, N = 375) = 9.93, p = .002, ϕ = 0.34). With the Bonefferoni correction, a statistically significant difference was not
found between face-to-face BA and computer-based BA (χ2 (1, N = 375) = 8.36, p =
.004, ϕ = -0.35). Differences in the proportion of frequencies for each treatment were
also examined within each subgroup. Analyses indicated that among those with
current depression, CBT was the only face-to-face treatment approach with a
significantly greater proportion of frequencies over computer-CBT (χ2 (1, N = 375) =
15.91, p <.001, ϕ = -0.36) and computer-BA χ2 (1, N = 375) = 15.11, p <.001, ϕ = 0.37). This was also the case among those with a prior history of depression
treatment (χ2 (1, N = 125) = 17.28, p <.001, ϕ = -0.42; χ2 (1, N = 125) = 12.70, p
<.001, ϕ = 0.46), as well as those without current depression or prior depression
treatment history χ2 (1, N = 129) = 10.18, p <.001, ϕ = .36; χ2 (1, N = 129) = 15.11, p
<.001, ϕ = .37).
Cognitive Behavior Therapy. Face-to-face CBT was the most preferred
treatment over face-to-face BA, χ2 (1, N = 125) = 10.08, p = .001, ϕ = -0.04) and
Supportive therapy, χ2 (1, N = 125) = 18.01, p <.001, ϕ = -0.19). This, however, was
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only the case for those with prior depression treatment history. There were no other
statistically significant differences among treatments ranked most preferred for the
current depression subgroup or those without depression and prior depression
treatment history. The treatment approach, therapeutic relationship, and
effectiveness, were components found most appealing for face-to-face CBT (p
<.001). As shown in Table 7, a larger proportion of those with a history of depression
treatment appeared to favor CBT’s effectiveness (66.4%, n = 83), χ2 (1, N = 254) =
4.40, p = .036, ϕ = -0.13, and treatment approach (64.8%, n = 81), χ2 (1, N = 254) =
8.59, p = .003, ϕ = -0.18, in comparison to than those without a history of depression
or treatment. Observed frequencies also revealed this pattern for the therapeutic
relationship component of CBT (58.4%, n = 73); however, there was no statistically
significant difference between these subgroups, χ2 (1, N = 254) = 2.73, p = .099.
Behavioral Activation Therapy. As presented in Table 8, a greater
proportion of those without a history of depression and depression treatment (50%, n
= 64) appeared to favor BA more than those with current depression (35.4%, n = 74).
However, these differences among observed frequencies between those subgroups
was not statistically significant, χ2 (1, N = 187) = 3.68, p = .055. Similar to CBT, the
treatment approach, therapeutic relationship, and effectiveness of treatment were also
BA components found most appealing (p <.001), with no statistically significant
differences between groups.
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Table 7.
Factors Found Appealing among Face-to-Face Depression Treatments
Face-to-Face
BA

Face-toFace CBT

Face-to-Face
IPT

Supportive
Therapy

PHQ-9 ≥ 5 (n=210)

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Treatment Approach

113

54.1

114

54.5

94

45.0

68

32.5

Location of Sessions

44

21.1

48

23.0

30

14.4

40

19.1

Therapeutic Relationship

85

40.7

107

51.2

89

42.6

91

43.5

Treatment Length

44

21.1

53

25.4

40

19.1

48

23.0

Time and Effort

47

22.5

59

28.2

53

25.4

63

30.1

Financial Cost

53

25.4

54

25.8

36

17.2

47

22.5

Adverse Effects

29

13.9

29

13.9

32

15.3

21

10.0

114

54.5

132

63.2

107

51.2

51

24.4

Effectiveness

Depression Treatment History (n=125)
Treatment Approach

74

59.2

81

64.8

63

50.4

41

32.8

Location of Sessions

27

21.6

36

28.8

23

18.4

23

18.4

Therapeutic Relationship

55

44.0

73

58.4

59

47.2

57

45.6

Treatment Length

29

23.2

37

29.6

24

19.2

24

19.2

Time and Effort

23

18.4

42

33.6

30

24.0

29

23.2

Financial Cost

33

26.4

41

32.8

24

19.2

29

23.2

Adverse Effects

16

12.8

15

12.0

21

16.8

11

8.8

Effectiveness

74

59.2

83

66.4

65

52.0

30

24.0

No Current / Prior Depression or Depression Treatment (n=129)
Treatment Approach
61
60 46.5
69
47.3
Location of Sessions
33
37 28.7
29
25.6
Therapeutic Relationship
57
62 48.1
65
44.2
Treatment Length
35
35 27.1
28
27.1
Time and Effort
33
38 29.5
39
25.6
Financial Cost
23
34 26.4
20
17.8
Adverse Effects
20
27 20.9
21
15.5
Effectiveness
72
69 53.5
62
55.8

53.5
22.5
50.4
21.7
30.2
15.5
16.3
48.1

50
28
64
38
38
29
14
49

38.8
21.7
49.6
29.5
29.5
22.5
10.9
38.0
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Table 8.
Preferences for Face-to-Face Depression Treatment
Prefer
Prior to Informational Videos
Prefer treatment
with a mental
health
professional faceto-face in an
office setting

Do Not Prefer

n

%

n

%

Full Sample

266

70.9

12

3.2

PHQ-9 ≥ 5

141

67.5

9

4.3

Depression Tx Hx

85

68.0

4

3.2

No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx

101

78.3

2

1.6

Full Sample

182

48.5

57

15.2

PHQ-9 ≥ 5

94

45.0

37

17.7

Depression Tx Hx

60

48.0

18

14.4

No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx

69

53.5

16

12.4

Full Sample

157

41.9

54

14.4

PHQ-9 ≥ 5

74

35.4

34

16.3

Depression Tx Hx

54

43.2

21

16.8

No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx

64

49.6

15

11.6

Full Sample

139

37.1

72

19.2

PHQ-9 ≥ 5

74

35.4

41

19.6

Depression Tx Hx

37

29.6

27

21.6

No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx

51

39.5

23

17.8

Full Sample

122

32.5

109

29.1

PHQ-9 ≥ 5

59

28.2

60

28.7

Depression Tx Hx

29

23.2

40

32.0

No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx

51

39.5

35

27.1

Following Informational Videos
Prefer face-toface Cognitive
Behavioral
Therapy (CBT)

Prefer face-toface Behavioral
Activation
Therapy (BA)

Prefer face-toface Interpersonal
Psychotherapy
(IPT)

Prefer face-toface Supportive
Therapy

Note. PHQ-9 ≥ 5 = at least current mild (or greater) depression symptomatology;
Depression Tx Hx = depression treatment history; No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx = No
current or prior history with depression or depression treatment.
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Interpersonal Psychotherapy. As was the case for BA, 35.4% (n = 74) of
those with current depression indicated a preference for IPT, χ2 (1, N = 190) = 0.37, p
= .544 followed by those with a history of depression treatment (30%, n = 37), χ2 (1,
N = 138) = 1.83, p = .176. Those without any depression or depression treatment
history (39.5%, n = 51), indicated a preference for IPT. Statistically, these subgroups
did not differ in relation to preference for IPT. Similar to CBT and BA, the treatment
approach, therapeutic relationship, and effectiveness of treatment were all treatment
factors found most appealing among the subgroups. Observation of frequencies
indicated a higher proportion of those without depression or history of depression
treatment favoring IPT’s therapeutic approach (53.5%, n = 69), χ2 (1, N = 254) =
0.24, p = .622, and therapeutic relationship (50.4%, n = 65), χ2 (1, N = 254) = 0.26, p
= .611 in comparison to other subgroups; however, these differences were not
statistically significant. The treatment approach, therapeutic relationship, and
effectiveness were factors found most appealing (p <.001). Those with a history of
depression treatment (52%, n = 65), and those meeting criteria for current depression
(51.2%, n = 51), found treatment effectiveness to be the most appealing feature of
IPT.
Supportive Therapy. Of those with current depression, 28.2% (n = 59)
indicated a preference for Supportive Therapy, followed by 23.2% (n = 29) of those
with prior depression treatment history. A higher percentage of those without current
depression or prior depression treatment (39.5%, n = 51), indicated a preference for
Supportive Therapy, a statistically significant difference from those with a depression
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treatment history, χ2 (1, N = 155) = 4.57, p = .032, ϕ = -0.17. The therapeutic
relationship (p <.001) was Supportive Therapy’s most appealing element across
subgroups.
Preferences for Evidence-Based Computer-Based Depression Treatment
Preference for computer-based depression treatment was indicated by 5.1% (n
= 19) of the entire sample prior to the presentation of the informational videos (see
Figure 3). Of those meeting criteria for current depression, 7.2% (n=15) initially
indicated they would prefer to receive help from a computer or online depression
treatment program. Less than 2% (n = 2) of those without depression or depression
treatment history initially indicated a preference for computer-based treatment. These
differences were statistically significant, χ2 (1, N = 236) = 4.95, p = .026, ϕ = -0.15.
Those with a prior depression treatment history (7.2%, n = 9) tended to favor
computer-based approaches to treatment than those without depression or depression
treatment history, χ2 (1, N = 180) = 4.27, p = .039, ϕ = -0.15.
Figure 3.
Frequency Percentages for Initial Preference for Computer-Based Treatment
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Computer-based CBT. Of the entire sample, 16.5% (n = 62) indicated a
preference for computer-based CBT following its informational video (see Table 9).
Examination of observed frequencies revealed a higher proportion of those without
depression or depression treatment history (19.4%, n = 25) indicated a preference for
computer CBT, compared to those currently meeting criteria for depression (15.3%, n
= 32), χ2 (1, N = 176) = 3.38, p = .066, ϕ = -0.14, a difference that appears to be
trending towards significance. Over 60% (n = 76) of respondents with prior
depression treatment history indicated they would not prefer the computer-based CBT
program for care of their depression symptoms. As shown in Figure 4, the majority
of the sample ranked Computer CBT as a least preferred treatment among the other
evidence-based face-to-face depression treatments. McNemar post hoc analyses,
following a Cochran’s Q test (p <.001), indicated Computer CBT was ranked a least
preferred treatment over face-to-face CBT (χ2 (1, N = 375) = 100.94, p < .001, ϕ = 0.43), IPT (χ2 (1, N = 375) = 88.03, p < .001, ϕ = -0.47), and Supportive Therapy (χ2
(1, N = 375) = 63.28, p < .001, ϕ = -0.50). The proportion of observed frequencies
for Computer CBT did not statistically differ from Computer BA.
Of all the features associated with Beating the Blues US™, location of
sessions, treatment approach, time and effort, and effectiveness were most appealing.
As presented in Table 10, those without current depression or prior experience with
depression treatment also found the program’s effectiveness (39.5%, n = 51), and
duration (33.3%, n = 43) most appealing in comparison to its other features. The
Beating the Blues US™ program’s effectiveness was also found more appealing
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among those without depression or treatment history in comparison to those with
current depression, χ2 (1, N = 339) = 4.36, p = .037, ϕ = -0.11, and those with prior
experience with depression treatment, χ2 (1, N = 339) = 4.34, p = .037, ϕ = -0.13.

Table 9.
Preferences for Computer-Based Depression Treatment
Prefer

Do Not Prefer

Prior to Informational Videos

n

%

n

%

Prefer to receive
help from a
computer / online
depression
treatment
program

Full Sample

19

5.1

246

65.6

PHQ-9 ≥ 5

15

7.2

133

64.0

Depression Tx Hx

9

7.2

84

67.2

No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx

2

1.6

85

65.9

Full Sample

62

16.5

196

52.3

PHQ-9 ≥ 5

32

15.3

113

54.1

Depression Tx Hx

17

13.6

76

60.8

No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx

25

19.4

58

45.0

Full Sample

56

14.9

202

53.9

PHQ-9 ≥ 5

31

14.8

113

54.1

Depression Tx Hx

15

12.0

74

59.2

No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx

18

14.0

65

50.4

Following Informational Videos
Prefer Computer
CBT (Beating the
Blues ™)

Prefer Computer
BA (Building a
Meaningful Life)

Note. PHQ-9 ≥ 5 = at least current mild (or greater) depression symptomatology;
Depression Tx Hx = depression treatment history; No Depression Sx, Hx, or Tx = No
current or prior history with depression or depression treatment.
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Figure 4.
Post Video Frequency Percentages of Treatment Ranked Least Preferred

Computer-based BA. Of the entire sample, 14.9% (n = 56) indicated a
preference for computer-based BA. The majority of the sample (53.9%, n = 202)
indicated they would not prefer the Building a Meaningful Life through Behavioral
Activation program to help alleviate depression. There were no statistically
significant differences between those with current depression and those without
depression or depression treatment experience in relation to preferences for computerbased BA, χ2 (1, N = 228) = 0.003, p = .957. Only 12% (n = 15) of those with prior
depression treatment designated computer-based BA as a preferred depression
treatment approach. Computer-BA was ranked a least preferred treatment over faceto-face CBT (χ2 (1, N = 375) = 86.53, p < .001, ϕ = -0.44), IPT (χ2 (1, N = 375) =
76.30, p < .001, ϕ = -0.44), and Supportive Therapy (χ2 (1, N = 375) = 51.92, p <
.001, ϕ = -0.50).
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Table 10.
Factors Found Appealing among Computer-Based Depression Treatments
Computer
BA

Computer
CBT

n
52
62
30
43
47
35
21
60

%
24.9
29.7
14.4
20.6
22.5
16.7
10.0
28.7

n
51
79
36
51
50
48
25
60

%
24.4
37.8
17.2
24.4
23.9
23.0
12.0
28.7

Treatment Approach

42

33.6

29

23.2

Location of Sessions

36

28.8

41

32.8

Therapeutic Relationship

18

14.4

16

12.8

Treatment Length

26

20.8

30

24.0

Time and Effort

30

24.0

30

24.0

Financial Cost

22

17.6

30

24.0

Adverse Effects

15

12.0

13

10.4

Effectiveness

41

32.8

34

27.2

PHQ-9 ≥ 5 (n=210)
Treatment Approach
Location of Sessions
Therapeutic Relationship
Treatment Length
Time and Effort
Financial Cost
Adverse Effects
Effectiveness
Depression Treatment History (n=125)

No Current / Prior Depression or Depression Treatment (n=129)
Treatment Approach

39

30.2

34

26.4

Location of Sessions

43

33.3

42

32.6

Therapeutic Relationship

17

13.2

24

18.6

Treatment Length

39

30.2

43

33.3

Time and Effort

35

27.1

37

28.7

Financial Cost

26

20.2

36

27.9

Adverse Effects

12

9.3

18

14.0

Effectiveness

41

31.8

51

39.5
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The approach, location of session, duration, and effectiveness were
components of BA found most appealing among the whole sample (p <.001).
Respondents with current depression (24.9%, n = 62), as well as those without any
depression or prior depression treatment history (33.3%, n = 43) found the location of
sessions more appealing than other aspects of computer-based BA. Those with a
prior history of depression treatment found the treatment approach (33.6%, n = 42)
and the program’s effectiveness (32.8%, n = 41) most appealing in comparison to
other elements. BA’s approach (30.2%, n = 39), effectiveness (31.8%, n = 41), and
duration (30.2%, n = 39) were also of interest to those without depression or
depression treatment history. The difference between respondents without depression
and prior treatment history and those with current depression appeared to be trending
towards significance, in relation to the appeal of computer-based BA’s treatment
length, χ2 (1, N = 339) = 3.72, p = .054, ϕ = -0.11. This observation was also the case
between those without depression and prior treatment and those with depression
treatment history, χ2 (1, N = 254) = 2.97, p = .085, ϕ = -0.11.
Examining Change in Preferences Pre and Post Treatment Videos
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests were performed to determine whether there
were significant changes in most preferred rankings prior to and after the presentation
of the informational videos for each treatment (see Table 11). As indicated below,
there were statistically significant differences between pre and post most preferred
rankings, of large effects.
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A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted
on the change value from pre-video and post-video ranks to determine statistically
significant differences across most-preferred treatments. The means of the changevalues for each treatment are presented in Table 12. All assumptions were met except
for sphericity. In light of this, the Huynh-Feldt correction was used. The repeated
measures ANOVA found statistically significant differences existed among the
change-values across most-preferred treatments, F (4.97, 432.14) = 72.80, p <.001,
eta2 = 0.46.

Post hoc pairwise comparisons suggest the mean change-value for

Computer CBT was greater than Computer BA (p <.001, d = 1.81), and Supportive
Therapy (p <.001, d = 1.90). The mean change-value for Computer BA was greater
than IPT (p <.001, d = 1.58), face-to-face BA (p <.001, d = 1.69), and face-to-face
CBT (p <.001, d = 1.54). The mean change-value for Supportive Therapy was
greater than IPT (p <.001, d = 1.66), face-to-face BA (p <.001, d = 1.79), and face-toface CBT (p <.001, d = 1.62).
For least preferred treatment ranks, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests, as
presented in Table 13, also found statistically significant differences between pre and
post rankings, of medium and large effects.
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Table 11.
Pre-Post Change among Most Preferred Treatment (1st or 2nd choice)
Pre Videos

Post Videos

Wilcoxon
Signed
Ranks
Test

ES
(r)

n

%

n

%

%∆

Face-to-Face CBT

145

38.7

171

45.6

17.9

-7.02 ***

-0.71

Face-to-Face BA

95

25.3

132

35.2

38.9

-6.47 ***

-0.66

Supportive
Therapy

161

42.9

140

37.3

-13.0

-8.77 ***

-0.69

Face-to-Face IPT

161

42.9

136

36.3

-15.5

-7.87 ***

-0.62

Computer CBT

100

26.7

82

21.9

-18.0

-7.08 ***

-0.71

Computer BA

88

23.5

89

23.7

1.1

-6.03 ***

-0.64

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001

Table 12.
Means and Standard Deviations of Most Preferred Pre-Post Change Values

Face-to-Face CBT
Face-to-Face BA

Pre-Rank
Mean
1.44
1.61

Post-Rank
Mean
2.48
2.95

Change
Mean
1.08
1.40

1.51
1.58

Face-to-Face IPT
Supportive Therapy
Computer CBT

1.65
1.38
1.38

2.83
2.94
3.11

1.15
-1.44
1.77

1.51
1.60
1.77

Computer BA

1.57

3.25

-1.68

2.04

SD
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Table 13.
Pre-Post Change among Least Preferred Treatment (5th or 6th choice)
Pre Videos

Post Videos

Wilcoxon
Signed
Ranks
Test

ES
(r)

n

%

n

%

%∆

Face-to-Face CBT

87

23.2

62

16.5

-28.7

-6.95 *** -0.75

Face-to-Face BA

76

20.3

80

21.3

5.3

-6.47 *** -0.74

Supportive Therapy

89

23.7

93

24.8

4.5

-7.08 *** -0.75

Face-to-Face IPT

64

17.1

71

18.9

10.9

-6.52 *** -0.82

Computer CBT

215

57.3

229

61.1

6.5

-6.86 *** -0.47

Computer BA

219

58.4

215

57.3

-1.8

-6.47 *** -0.44

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA found statistically significant
differences between the mean change values for least-preferred treatments, F (4.79,
301.52) = 17.96, p <.001, eta2 = 0.22. The means of the change-values for each
treatment are presented in Table 15. The Huynh-Feldt correction was used due to the
violation of assumption for sphericity. Post hoc pairwise comparisons indicated the
mean change-value for Computer CBT was greater than Supportive Therapy (p
<.001, d = 1.05), face-to-face BA (p <.001, d = 0.92), IPT (p <.001, d = 1.44), and
face-to-face CBT (p <.001, d = 1.11). The mean change-value for Computer BA was
greater than Supportive Therapy (p <.001, d = 0.85), IPT (p <.001, d = 1.15), face-toface BA (p <.001, d = 0.72), and face-to-face CBT (p <.001, d = 0.90). There was no
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statistically significant difference between the mean change-values for Computer
CBT and Computer BA.

Table 14.
Means and Standard Deviations of Least Preferred Pre-Post Change Values

Face-to-Face CBT
Face-to-Face BA

Pre-Rank
Mean
5.41
5.46

Post-Rank
Mean
3.54
3.76

Change
Mean
-2.02
-1.70

1.69
1.61

Face-to-Face IPT
Supportive Therapy
Computer CBT

5.52
5.48
5.53

3.20
3.56
4.85

-2.31
-1.95
-0.47

1.51
1.72
0.99

Computer BA

5.52

4.77

-0.58

1.51

SD

Predictors of Depression Treatment Preferences among Currently Depressed
To determine if a combination of variables could predict whether those with
current depression would prefer one of the six evidence-based treatments over
another, binary logistic regression analyses were conducted, utilizing dichotomous
dependent variables (ranked most preferred vs. not ranked most preferred). In
preparation for these analyses, Spearman rank-order correlations were conducted
between several potential predictor variables and depression treatments ranked most
preferred. Table 15 presents these bivariate correlations for several predictor
variables and face-to-face depression treatments. Table 16 presents significant
bivariate correlations for computer-based BA and computer CBT.
Cognitive Behavior Therapy. Independently, ethnicity, prior mental health
treatment history, preference for therapy in combination with antidepressant
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Table 15.
Bivariate Correlations between Most Preferred Face-to-Face Treatment and
Demographic, Clinical, Attitude, and Knowledge Variables

Variables
Demographic
Age
Ethnicity
Residency Status
Clinical
Depression Diagnostic
History
Depression Treatment
History
Family Depression History

CBT

BA

IPT

-.149*
-.189**
-.144*
-.211**

.247***

.183**

-.234***
-.156*

Family Depression
Treatment

-.167*

Other Mental Health
Diagnoses

- .228***

Other Mental Health
Treatment

.139*
-.132†

PHQ-9 Score
Attitude
Computer as Effective as
FTF
Prefer Therapy + Medication
Knowledge
Heard of CBT
Familiar w/ CBT
Familiar w/ BA
Familiar w/ Computer CBT
Familiar w/Computer BA
Heard of None
Familiar w/ None
†

Supportive
Therapy

.130†
-.119†
.149*
.204**
.144*
-.162*
-.129†
-.177†

p<.10. *p<.05. **p<.01. ***p<.001.

-.117†
.121†
.117†
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Table 16.
Bivariate Correlations between Most Preferred Computer-Based Treatment and
Stigma, Attitude, and Knowledge Variables
Variables
Stigma
ATSPPHS Score
Attitude
Depression is a problem
one should pull themselves
out of on their own
Depression is best treated
with therapy/ counseling
Depression is best treated
with therapy + medication
Computer treatments are as
effective as face-to-face
therapy
Prefer Therapy +
Medication
Prefer Computer Treatment
Knowledge
Heard of IPT
Heard of CBT
Familiar w/ CBT

Computer CBT

Computer BA

.158*

-.118†
.120†
.157*
-.121†

.175*

.175*

.272***
-.154*
-.165*
-.144*

Note. ATSPPHS = Attitude Towards Seeking Professional Psychological
Help Scale
†

p<.10. *p<.05. **p<.01. ***p<.001.

medication, familiarity with BA, and preliminary preference for CBT were all
significant predictors of whether one would most prefer CBT when also presented
with other evidence-based therapies. The first block of the logistic regression model
(Table 17) revealed when these variables are all entered simultaneously, the model
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significantly predicts whether one will rank CBT as most preferred among other
evidence-based treatments, χ2 = 31.50, df = 12, N = 210, p = .002. The Nagelkerke
R2 value was .186, indicating that approximately 19% of the variance associated with
preferences for face-to-face CBT could be predicted by the simultaneous combination
of the five predictors in the model. This initial block was able to correctly predict
59.8% (n = 58) of those ranking CBT as most preferred. Of all five variables in the
first block of the model, the combination of familiarity with BA (OR, 0.51; 95% CI,
0.26 to 1.01; p = .052) and preference for CBT (pre) (OR, 0.37; 95% CI, 0.20, 0.70; p
= .002) were significant predictors of preference for CBT.
To determine the best combination of predictors necessary for a more
significant, parsimonious model, a backward stepwise regression analysis was
employed. The final block consisted of ethnicity (OR, 2.33; 95% CI, 1.14 to 4.80; p
= .021), familiarity w/ BA (OR, 0.51; 95% CI, 0.27 to 0.96; p = .036), and preliminary
preference for CBT (OR, 0.37; 95% CI, 0.20 to 0.66; p = .001), all of which
significantly contributed to the model when simultaneously entered, χ2 = 23.05, df =
4, N = 210, p < .001. The Nagelkerke R2 value was .139, indicating that
approximately 14% of the variance associated with whether CBT is ranked as a most
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Table 17.
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Preference for Face-to-Face CBT

Predictor Variables
Ethnicity (White)
Treatment History Composite
(None)
Prefer Therapy + Meds (strongly
disagree)
Have Not Heard of Approaches
Familiar w/ BA (No)
CBT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)

Ethnicity (White)
Treatment History Composite
(None)
Prefer Therapy + Meds (strongly
disagree)
Familiar w/ BA (No)
CBT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)

Ethnicity (White)
Treatment History Composite
(None)
Familiar w/ BA (No)
CBT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)

Ethnicity (White)
Familiar w/ BA (No)
CBT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)

B
0.63

SE
0.38

Model 1
OR
p
1.89
.098

-0.62

0.39

0.54

.115

[0.25, 1.16]

-1.22

0.78

0.30

.117

[0.07, 1.35]

0.19
-0.68
-0.99

0.41
0.35
0.32

1.21
0.51
0.37

.648
.052
.002

[0.54, 2.68]
[0.26, 1.01]
[0.20, 0.70]

0.63

0.38

Model 2
1.88
.097

[0.89, 3.97]

-0.64

0.39

0.53

.103

[0.25, 1.13]

-1.19

0.78

0.30

.124

[0.07, 1.39]

-0.70
-1.02

0.34
0.32

0.50
0.36

.041
.001

[0.25, 0.97]
[0.20, 0.67]

0.74

0.37

Model 3
2.09
.048

[1.01, 4.34]

-0.67

0.36

0.51

.065

[0.25, 1.04]

-0.58
-0.99

0.33
0.31

0.56
0.37

.078
.001

[0.29, 1.07]
[0.21, 0.68]

0.37
0.32
0.30

Model 4
2.33
.021
0.51
.036
0.37
.001

[1.14, 4.80]
[0.27, 0.96]
[0.20, 0.66]

0.85
-0.68
-1.00

Note. OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval.

95% CI
[0.89, 3.97]
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preferred treatment among other evidence-based depression treatments could be
predicted by the simultaneous combination of the three aforementioned predictors in
the model. This final block was able to correctly predict 62.9% (n = 61) of those
ranking face-to-face CBT as most preferred. This model suggests that the odds of
preferring CBT over other evidence-based depression treatments (i.e., BA, IPT,
Supportive Therapy, Computer CBT, Computer BA) increases by 2.33 when
someone who is currently depressed identifies as Caucasian. The odds decrease by
0.52 when one does not have familiarity with BA, and decreases by 0.37 when one
does not have a preliminary preference for face-to-face CBT.
Behavioral Activation Therapy. When family history of depression
treatment, and preliminary preference for BA were both entered into a logistic
regression model predicting preference for BA therapy over other evidence-based
treatments, a significant model was produced, χ2 = 9.34, df = 2, N = 210, p = .009
(see table 18). The Nagelkerke R2 value was 0.06, indicating that approximately 6%
of the variance associated with preferences for face-to-face BA therapy could be
predicted by the simultaneous combination of the two predictor variables. The model
correctly predicted 26% (n = 19) of those ranking BA as most preferred, and 90.5%
(n = 124) of those who did not rank BA as most preferred. Family History of
Depression Treatment (OR, 2.19; 95% CI, 1.19, 4.06; p = .012) was a significant
predictor of preference for BA. The model suggests that the odds of preferring BA
over other evidence-based depression treatments increases by 2.19 when someone
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who is currently depressed also has a family member(s) who sought treatment for
depression.
Table 18.
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Preference for Face-to-Face BA

Predictor Variables
Family History of Depression
Treatment
BA Ranked Most Preferred (pre)

Model 1
OR
p

B

SE

95% CI

0.79

0.31

2.19

.012

[1.19, 4.06]

-5.95

0.33

0.56

.068

[0.29, 1.04]

Note. OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval.
Interpersonal Psychotherapy. As presented in Table 19, four predictor
variables were entered into a logistic regression model: computer treatments are as
effective as face-to-face therapy (OR, 0.05; 95% CI, 0.00 to 0.68; p = .024),
familiarity with computer treatments (OR, 0.14; 95% CI, 0.03 to 0.61; p = .009),
preliminary preference for Supportive Therapy (OR, 0.34; 95% CI, 0.18 to 0.64; p =
.001), preliminary preference for IPT (OR, 0.35; 95% CI, 0.19 to 0.67; p = .001).
Conjointly, all four predictor variables significantly contributed to the model
predicting whether someone with current depression ranks IPT as a top choice over
other evidence-based treatments, χ2 = 31.78, df = 9, N = 210, p <.001. The
Nagelkerke R2 value was .194, indicating that approximately 19% of the variance
associated with preferences for IPT could be predicted by the combination of the four
variables. The block was able to correctly predict 23.6% (n = 17) of those ranking
IPT as a most preferred treatment, and 89.9% (n = 124) of those not preferring IPT.
This model suggests that the odds of considering IPT a top choice over other
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Table 19.
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Preference for IPT

Predictor Variables
Computer Treatments are as
Effective as Face-to-Face Therapy
(Agree)
Familiarity w/ Computer
Treatments Composite
Supportive Therapy Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)
IPT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)

Model 1
OR
p

B

SE

95% CI

-2.96

1.31

0.05

.024

[0.00, 0.68]

-2.00

0.77

0.14

.009

[0.03, 0.61]

-1.09

0.33

0.34

.001

[0.18, 0.64]

-1.04

0.33

0.35

.001

[0.19, 0.67]

Note. OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval.
evidence-based therapies decreases by 0.05 when one agrees computer-based
treatments are as effective as face-to-face therapies, decreases by 0.14 when one is
familiar with computer-based treatments, decreases by 0.34 and 0.35, respectively,
when one does not have a preliminary preference for supportive therapy and/or IPT.
Supportive Therapy. As presented in Table 20, age, mental health treatment
history, PHQ-9 score, familiarity with BA, and preliminary preference for Supportive
Therapy, were predictor variables entered into a logistic regression model predicting
preference for Supportive Therapy. This initial model was found to be statistically
significant, χ2 = 24.294, df = 5, N = 210, p <.001. The Nagelkerke R2 value for this
model was .149, indicating that approximately 15% of the variance associated with
preferring Supportive Therapy over other evidence-based therapies could be predicted
by the simultaneous combination of the five predictors in the model. The block was
able to correctly predict 42.9% (n = 33) of those ranking Supportive Therapy as most
preferred, and 86.5% (n = 115) of those not ranking Supportive Therapy as a
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Table 20.
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Preference for Supportive Therapy

Predictor Variables
Age (18-23)
Treatment History Composite
(None)
PHQ-9
Familiar w/ BA (No)
Supportive Therapy Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)

Age (18-23)
Treatment History Composite
(None)
PHQ-9
Supportive Therapy Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)

B
0.60

SE
0.34

Model 1
OR
p
1.82
.083

0.57

0.31

1.77

.065

[0.97, 3.24]

1.11
0.26

0.48
0.35

3.03
1.29

.020
.471

[1.19, 7.72]
[0.65, 2.58]

-0.93

0.31

0.40

.003

[0.22, 0.75]

0.60

0.34

Model 2
1.82
.080

[0.93, 3.57]

0.60

0.31

1.82

.050

[1.00, 3.31]

1.13

0.48

3.09

.018

[1.22, 7.86]

-0.93

0.31

0.40

.003

[0.22, 0.72]

95% CI
[0.93, 3.56]

Note. OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval.
preferred depression treatment. Of all five variables, the PHQ-9 score (OR, 3.03;
95% CI, 1.19 to 7.72; p = .020) and preliminary preference for Supportive Therapy
(OR, 0.40; 95% CI, 0.22 to 0.75; p = .003), conjointly made significant contributions
to the model.
As part of a backward stepwise regression analysis, a final block revealed four
of the original five predictors were necessary for a more significant, parsimonious
model. With the familiarity of BA variable removed, prior mental health history (OR,
1.82; 95% CI, 1.00 to 3.31; p = .050), PHQ-9 score (OR, 3.09; 95% CI, 1.22 to 7.86;
p = .018), as well as preliminary preference for Supportive Therapy (OR, 0.40; 95%
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CI, 0.22 to 0.72; p = .003), all simultaneously contributed to a significant model, χ2 =
23.77, df = 4, N = 210, p <.001. The Nagelkerke R2 value for this second model was
.146, indicating that approximately 15% of the variance associated with preferring
Supportive Therapy over other evidence-based therapies could be predicted by the
simultaneous combination of the four predictors in the model. Approximately 43% (n
= 33) of those ranking Supportive Therapy as most preferred, and 83.5% (n = 111) of
those not preferring Supportive Therapy were predicted correctly by the final block of
the model. This model suggests the odds of preferring Supportive Therapy over other
evidence-based depression treatments increase by 1.82 when one with current
depression symptoms has had no prior depression or other mental health treatment,
increases by 3.09 when one’s depression symptoms are of mild to moderate severity,
and decrease by 0.40 when one does not have a preliminary preference for Supportive
Therapy.
Computer CBT. Table 21 presents the binary logistic regression model for
preference of computer CBT over other evidence-based treatments. Independent of
one another, the ATSPPHS score, preference for the combination of therapy/
counseling and antidepressant medication, preliminary preference for Computer
CBT, and preliminary preference for IPT variables were all significant predictors of
whether one would most prefer Computer CBT when also presented with
psychoeducation about other evidence-based therapies. A significant model
predicting preference for Computer CBT was produced when these variables were
entered simultaneously, χ2 = 37.05, df = 9, N = 210, p < .001. The Nagelkerke R2
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Table 21.
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Preference for Computer CBT

Predictor Variables
ATSPPHS Score
Prefer Therapy + Meds (disagree)
Computer CBT Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)
IPT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)

ATSPPHS Score
Computer CBT Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)
IPT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)

ATSPPHS Score
Computer CBT Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)

B
0.95
0.67

SE
0.03
0.73

Model 1
OR
p
1.05
.125
1.95
.364

-1.55

0.38

0.21

<.001

[0.10, 0.45]

0.49

0.41

1.63

.237

[0.73, 3.67]

0.06

0.03

Model 2
1.06
.038

[1.00, 1.13]

-1.60

0.38

0.20

<.001

[0.10, 0.42]

0.50

0.41

1.65

.216

[0.75, 3.66]

0.06

0.03

Model 3
1.06
.033

[1.01, 1.13]

-1.77

0.36

0.17

[0.17, 0.09]

<.001

95% CI
[0.99, 1.12]
[0.46, 8.17]

Note. OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval.
value was .243, indicating that approximately 24% of the variance associated with
whether one prefers Computer CBT could be predicted by this block of variables. Of
those ranking Computer CBT a most preferred treatment, the model made 36% (n =
18) correct predictions, and over 94% (n = 151) correct predictions when Computer
CBT was not most preferred. Of the combination of all four variables in this block,
however, only preliminary preference for Computer CBT (OR, 0.24; 95% CI, 0.10,
0.45; p < .001) was a significant contributor to the predictions made by the model.
Backward stepwise regression revealed that a block of two predictor variables:
ATSPPHS score (OR, 1.06; 95% CI, 1.01, 1.13; p = .033) and preliminary preference
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for Computer CBT (OR, 0.17; 95% CI, 0.17, 0.09; p < .001) best contributed to a
parsimonious and significant predictor model, χ2 = 31.58, df = 2, N = 210, p < .001.
The Nagelkerke R2 value for the final model was .210, indicating that approximately
21% of the variance associated with preferring Computer CBT over other evidencebased therapies could be predicted by the simultaneous combination of the two
predictors in the model. Of those ranking Computer CBT as most preferred, 30% (n
= 15), and 90.6% (n = 145) not preferring Computer CBT were correctly predicted
with the two predictor variables. This model suggests the odds of preferring
Computer CBT over other evidence-based depression treatments increase by 1.06
with each unit increase in ATSPPHS score (a greater positive attitude about seeking
psychological help) and decrease by 0.17 when one does not have a preliminary
preference for Computer CBT prior to learning about other evidence-based
treatments.
Computer BA. Familiarity with CBT, agreeing computer-based treatments
are as effective as face-to-face treatments, as well as preliminary preference for IPT
and Supportive Therapy each individually were significant predictors of preference
for Computer BA over other evidence-based treatments for depression.
Simultaneously, a significant model for predicting this preference was produced, χ2 =
43.65, df = 15, N = 210, p < .001 (see Table 22). The Nagelkerke R2 value for this
model was .280, indicating that approximately 28% of the variance associated with
one’s preference for Computer BA could be predicted by the combination of variables
in this model. Approximately 31% (n = 16) of those ranking Computer BA a most
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Table 22.
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Preference for Computer BA

Predictor Variables
Familiar w/ CBT (No)
Computer Treatments are as
Effective as Face-to-Face Therapy
(agree)
Prefer Therapy + Meds (disagree)
IPT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)
Supportive Therapy Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)

Familiar w/ CBT (No)
Computer Treatments are as
Effective as Face-to-Face Therapy
(agree)
IPT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)
Supportive Therapy Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)

Familiar w/ CBT (No)
IPT Ranked Most Preferred (pre)
Supportive Therapy Ranked Most
Preferred (pre)

B
0.79

SE
0.38

Model 1
OR
p
2.20
.037

1.06

0.94

2.88

.258

[0.46, 17.99]

0.49
1.07

0.73
0.40

1.63
2.92

.503
.008

[0.39, 6.84]
[1.33, 6.43]

1.72

0.45

5.60

<.001

[2.33, 13.46]

0.82

0.36

Model 2
2.28
.024

[1.12, 4.64]

1.06

0.94

2.88

.258

[0.46, 17.99]

1.05

0.39

2.85

.007

[1.33, 6.13]

1.69

0.43

5.42

<.001

[2.32, 12.66]

0.87
0.86

0.35
0.37

Model 3
2.39
.013
2.36
.019

[1.20, 4.74]
[1.15, 4.83]

1.52

0.40

4.59

[2.08, 10.11]

<.001

95% CI
[1.05, 4.64]

Note. OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval.

preferred treatment, were correctly predicted by the model. The model, furthermore,
correctly predicted over 97% (n = 155) of those not preferring Computer BA. Three
out of the original five predictor variables significantly contributed to the predictions
generated by the model: familiarity with CBT, (OR, 2.20; 95% CI, 1.05, 4.64; p =
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.037); preliminary preference for Supportive Therapy, (OR, 2.92; 95% CI, 1.33, 6.43;
p = .008); and preliminary preference for IPT, (OR, 5.42; 95% CI, 2.32, 12.66; p <
.001). A more parsimonious and significant predictor model was made upon the
simultaneous inclusion of these three predictor variables, χ2 = 25.74, df = 3, N = 210,
p < .001. The Nagelkerke R2 value for this final model was .172, indicating that
approximately 17% of the variance associated with one’s preference for Computer
BA over other evidence-based therapies could be predicted by the three variables,
conjointly. The model was able to correctly predict 31.4% (n = 16) of those
preferring Computer BA, and 90.6% (n = 144) of those not preferring Computer BA.
With the present block, the model suggests that the odds of one’s greater preference
for Computer BA over other evidence-based depression treatments increases by 2.39
when one has no prior familiarity of CBT, and increases by 2.36 and 5.60
(respectively) when one has no strong preliminary preference for IPT and supportive
therapy upon learning about several evidence-based therapies for depression.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

This study assessed preferences for several face-to-face and computer-based
depression treatments. Attributes and characteristics associated with treatment
preferences were also examined. As an exploratory study, findings from this research
provide insight to treatment modalities, specific treatments, and treatment elements
appealing to the college student population, including those who are depressed and
those who are not.
Summary of Findings
Preferences for face-to-face depression treatment. Prior to the presentation
of each treatment’s informational video, the majority of the sample expressed
preference for treatment face-to-face with a mental health professional in an office
setting. There were no differences among those currently meeting criteria for
depression, those with a history of depression treatment, or those without depression
or prior depression treatment history. Among the entire sample, face-to-face CBT,
IPT, and supportive therapy were favored over both computer-based treatments.
Face-to-face BA was only favored over computer-CBT. There were no statistically
significant differences in preferences for face-to-face BA and computer BA.
When treatment preferences among each subgroup (e.g., current depression,
depression treatment history, no depression or treatment history) were explored, CBT
was the only face-to-face intervention favored over both computer-based treatments,
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with no statistically significant differences in preference among the other face-to-face
treatments. Those with prior depression treatment experience favored face-to-face
CBT over BA and supportive therapy. In examining supportive therapy alone, a
larger number of cases with no prior experience with depression or treatment
indicated a preference for this approach than those with a history of depression
treatment.
The treatment approach, therapeutic relationship, and effectiveness were
treatment elements found most appealing for CBT, BA, and IPT. Those with a
history of depression mostly favored CBT’s approach and effectiveness. The
therapeutic relationship was the most appealing treatment factor for supportive
therapy, across subgroups.
Preferences for computer-based treatments. Computer-based approaches
were not a preferred mode of treatment before and after the presentation of their
details. Computer CBT and computer BA were both ranked least preferred over faceto-face CBT, IPT, and Supportive Therapy. There were no differences in preference
rankings between Computer CBT and Computer BA. A higher proportion of those
without any depression experience indicated a preference for computer CBT than
those with depression, a difference that appeared trending towards significance.
The treatment approach, location of sessions, and effectiveness were elements
found most appealing for computer CBT and computer BA. The duration of
Computer BA was also an appealing factor of the approach. Time and effort was an
additional element of computer CBT that was favored. Those without depression or
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treatment history found computer CBT’s effectiveness and duration most appealing
compared to those with current depression and those with a prior history of
depression treatment.
The impact of the informational videos on treatment preferences. There
was a significant change in most preferred and least preferred treatment rankings
from pre to post presentation of the informational videos. Among most preferred
rankings, the greatest amount of change was observed for computer CBT, followed
by computer BA, then supportive therapy, with rankings decreasing from pre to post.
Among least preferred rankings, the greatest amount of change was observed for
computer CBT and computer BA, with rankings improving from pre to post.
Predicting treatment preferences from a set of demographic, clinical,
stigma, attitude, and/or knowledge variables. Among those with current
depression, the odds of preferring face-to-face CBT over other evidence-based
depression treatments appear to increase when one identifies as Caucasian. These
odds decrease when one does not possess a prior familiarity with BA, and when one
is not previously drawn to CBT. The odds of favoring face-to-face BA over other
evidence-based depression treatments increases when one’s family member(s) has a
history of depression treatment. The odds of preferring IPT over the other depression
treatments decreases when one agrees computer-based treatments are as effective as
face-to-face therapies, and when one is not already drawn to supportive therapy
and/or IPT. The odds of considering Supportive Therapy a preferred treatment over a
choice of other evidence-based depression interventions increase when one with
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current depression symptoms has no prior mental health treatment history, increase
when one’s depression symptoms are of mild to moderate severity, and decrease
when one is not preliminarily drawn to supportive therapy upon learning of other
options. The odds of favoring computer CBT over other approaches increase the
more positive one’s attitude is towards seeking psychological help, and decreases
when one is not already drawn to Computer CBT prior to learning about other
evidence-based treatments. Odds for considering computer BA a most preferred
treatment over other evidence-based depression treatments increase when one has no
prior familiarity with CBT, and when one has no strong preference for IPT and/or
supportive therapy prior to learning about other options.
Present Findings and Prior Treatment Preference Research
Wanigaratne & Barker (1995) also examined preferences for styles of therapy;
however, among 25 patients (8 males, 17 females), mean age 39 (SD = 11), in a
partial hospitalization program in London. The predominant diagnostic compliant
within their sample included depression (36%), followed by personality disorder
(25%), and schizophrenia (20%). After showing these patients videos of five
different therapies (CBT, psychodynamic, humanistic, external locus of control, and
naïve), their study also found CBT to be a most preferred approach. The patients in
their partial inpatient clinical sample regarded CBT as having more “depth,” as
measured by the Session Evaluation Questionnaire, and “credibility,” as measured by
the Credibility of Therapy Measure, than the other therapies presented to them. There
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were no differences in preferences or credibility found among the other therapies
examined.
A systematic review of computer-based CBT programs for depression
(Beating the Blues UK™ and other CBT-based programs) (Kaltenthaler et al., 2008)
found participant acceptability and satisfaction ratings inconsistent across studies.
Some of the studies included in their review reported participation rates of 25%, or
even 2.4% of those offered computer-based CBT. Participant dropout rates of the
reviewed studies ranged from 0% - 75%, with reasons for dropout reported in only six
of 16 studies. Acceptability and satisfaction ratings were only indicated for
computer-based CBT completers and not for those who dropped out, providing an
incomplete picture of the overall perception of computer-based treatments
(Kaltenthaler et al., 2008). Of studies who did report reasons for dropout, several
participants did not specify reasons for dropping out. Reasons that were indicated
included: “hard to attend,” “therapy unhelpful,” “want face-to-face help,” “low
motivation,” “got help elsewhere,” “problem improved” (Marks, 2003). Reasons
specific to the UK version of Beating the Blues™ included “change in circumstance,”
“physical ill-health,” “moving out of area,” “no longer having depression/anxiety,”
“unhappy with treatment” (Proudfoot, 2004); “obtained jobs,” “journey too long,”
“did not have time,” “program inappropriate for needs” (Proudfoot, 2003). Several
studies in their review, however, did report high satisfaction ratings, suggesting that
computer-based CBT programs are a favorable choice among certain individuals with
mild to moderate depression (Kaltenthaler, et al., 2008). The present study shed some
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light on which individuals are drawn to this mode of treatment for depression. It also
added preliminary insight on which computer treatment elements are considered most
appealing (e.g., treatment approach, location of sessions, effectiveness, time and
effort, duration) among a college-student sample. Having an understanding of these
characteristics may facilitate efforts towards better connecting, or matching certain
individuals with these approaches.
The knowledge-base pertaining to preferences for depression treatments
continues to grow. Recent trends in treatment preference research indicate interests
are not only concerning the types of depression treatment clients prefer (e.g.,
medication, psychotherapy, specific style of therapy), but are also continuing to
explore the reasons behind treatment choice (Lindhiem, Bennett, Trentacosta, &
McLear, 2014). As noted in other studies, these factors include past experience with
treatment, contraindications, time constraints, travel barriers, monetary cost (Lin et
al., 2005), negative attitudes, stigma (Jaycox et al., 2006), religious and/or cultural
biases, beliefs, opinions (Kwan, Dimidjian, & Rizvi, 2010), concerns of associated
adverse effects (Raue & Schulberg, 2005), work status/employee benefits, as well as
knowledge and understanding of counseling (Dwight-Johnson et al., 2000). Other
studies have also found client characteristics like ethnicity and gender to be
associated with preference for a particular treatment (Givens et al., 2007; DwightJohnson et al., 2000). The relationships between these client attributes and treatment
preference were in relation to counseling and medication. The present study found
significant, though small associations between several variables (e.g., demographic,
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clinical, attitudinal, stigma, knowledge) and preferences for evidence-based
psychological treatments for depression, adding another perspective to the current
literature.
Several studies suggest educating patients about depression treatment
cultivates informed treatment making decisions, and eradicates incorrect assumptions
pertaining to depression and available care (Lindhiem et al., 2014; Jaycox et al.,
2006; Lin et al., 2005; Raue & Schulberg, 2005; van Schaik et al., 2004; DwightJohnson et al., 2001; Dwight-Johnson et al., 2000). Quality improvement
interventions with psychoeducation components were found to increase the rates of
patients receiving and starting their preferred treatment (Dwight-Johnson et al.,
2001). Research further exploring the relationship between treatment knowledge and
treatment preference has found treatment psychoeducation and decision-support tools
useful in better informing patients of treatment options (Lindhiem et al., 2014;
Whelan et al., 2004; Wanigaratne & Barker, 1995). The findings of the present study
meaningfully contribute to the examination of the relationship between treatment
knowledge and preference, demonstrating that the presentation of treatment
psychoeducation videos has significant and large effects on depression treatment
preference.
Limitations and Directions for Future Research
This study not only provided insight on preferences for several evidencebased psychological treatments for depression, it also shed light on the specific
features of each treatment found most appealing, as well as individual differences
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associated with treatment preference. The study additionally demonstrated the impact
treatment psychoeducation has on treatment preference.
Limitations of this study, however, are important to consider. Data was
obtained utilizing a non-probabilistic sample, comprised of self-selected respondents.
It could be argued that any inferences made from the results obtained are restricted
only to the study’s sample, since the probability of each person from the sampled
population (e.g., students at WMU) selected for inclusion in the study is unknown
(Fowler, 2014). Although, this was addressed by obtaining a sample size that was
representative of the students at WMU. Furthermore, characteristics of this study’s
sample revealed demographic characteristics comparable to the university’s
enrollment class. Follow up studies are recommended to replicate current findings
among a college student population, and also to continue extending this line of
research to depression patients in primary care settings.
Additional study limitations concern response errors associated with answers
provided in the survey. This type of error may include misunderstanding questions
being asked, not having the necessary information to answer items, distorting answers
to look good, answering with malicious intent to misrepresent results, as well as
random responses (Fowler, 2014). Future studies may incorporate brief standardized
personality measures to not only provide additional information on attributes and
characteristics associated with treatment preference, but also to provide reliable
measures of the validity of individual responses.
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Lindhiem et al. (2014) report a growing number of studies are also examining
the clinical benefits associated with treatment preference. Benefits include higher
client satisfaction with treatment and associated outcomes, treatment completion,
better adherence (e.g., reductions in no-shows and session cancellations, enhanced
participation in therapy), and improved clinical outcome (e.g., symptom
improvement, quality of life improvement). To date, the effects client treatment
preferences have on these clinical benefits are modest, yet consistent across studies
(Lindhiem et al., 2014). Literature concerning preferences for depression treatments
primarily focus on the modality of psychotherapy/ counseling (in general) and
antidepressant medication. Given several psychological interventions have
demonstrated efficacy, continued research exploring preferences for each approach is
warranted. Greater awareness of this may lead to increased availability of evidencebased psychological treatments in primary care settings, where depression care is
prominent.
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Western Michigan University
Department of Psychology
Principal Investigator:
Student Investigator:
Title of Study:

C. Richard Spates, Ph.D.
Lauren A. Frye, M.A.
Patient Preferences for Evidence-Based Treatments for
Depression: An Emphasis on Patient-Centered Care

You have been invited to participate in a survey for a research project entitled
"Patient Preferences for Evidence-Based Treatments for Depression: An Emphasis
on Patient-Centered Care." This research is being conducted by Lauren A. Frye,
M.A. (student investigator) under the supervision of C. Richard Spates, Ph.D.
(principle investigator).
Before you begin the survey, please take a few moments to read this consent
information, as it will explain the purpose of this research, the content of the survey,
the type of questions you will be asked, the amount of time it may take to complete
the survey, and the risks and benefits of your participation.
What are we trying to find out in this study?
The purpose of this survey is to assess college students’ preferences for several
psychotherapeutic, evidence-based treatments for depression.
Who can participate in this study?
Any current college student over the age of 18 is invited to participate in this survey.
Although this survey assesses preferences for depression treatment, you do not need
to feel depressed to complete the survey.
Where will this study take place?
The survey may be completed online. You will have access to survey itmes after you
have read through this consent information and click “Agree” to consent to the use of
the answers you provide.
What will you be asked to do if you choose to participate in this research? How
long will it take to complete?
If you choose to participate in this survey you will be presented a 2-minute video
about the experience of depression and six 5-minute videos on evidence-based
treatments for depression, including traditional approaches and computer-based
treatment programs. You will also be asked to respond to 84 survey questions
assessing demographic/background information, experiences with and attitudes about
depression and treatment, the factors you find important when making decisions
about healthcare treatment, and your preference for each depression treatment
presented. Survey questions are primarily multiple-choice, with a few text-entry
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items. The survey may take between 45-60 minutes to complete, though largely
depends on how long it takes you to read and respond to the survey items presented.
This survey assesses preferences for various depression treatments and is not
treatment itself. If you are concerned that you need treatment or intervention
services, you may contact the following services:
Family & Children Services
WMU Psychology Clinic
Center for Counseling & Psychological Services
Counseling Services at Sindecuse Health Center
VA Medical Center, Battle Creek

(269) 344-0202
(269) 387-8302
(269) 387-5105
(269) 387-1850
(269) 966-5600

What are the risks of participating in this study and how will these risks be
minimized?
The potential for harm in completing this research survey can be described as
“minimal risk.” Participants may feel uncomfortable or experience mild negaive
emotions in response to some of the items on the questionnaire. You may choose to
terminate your participation at anytime.
What are the benefits of participating in this study?
By participating in this survey, you will have the opportunity to learn about
depression and the various evidence-based treatments available for depression. You
will also have the opportunity to voice your own preference for each of these
treatments. In addition, the information obtained by your participation in this
research may increase the accessibilty of the various depression treatments in college
and traditional health care settings.
Are there any costs associated with participating in this study?
There are no costs associated with participating in this study.
Is there any compensation for participating in this study?
After completing the survey, you will have an opportunity to a $10, $25, or $50
Starbucks, Visa, or Amazon gift card via raffle. Signing up for the raffle is optional
and would require your contact information so the gift card can be sent to you. It may
also be possible to receive extra credit if your course instructor allows it. You can
print the final page of the survey verifying your participation that you may give to
your instructor.
Who will have access to the information collected during this study?
Your responses to the survey items will be kept confidential. The data will be
collected utlizing electronic survery software, Qualtrics, an online survey tool widely
used by academic institutions and business coporations for research. The priniciple
and student investigator will have direct access to data for the purposes of data
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management and analysis. Should results of this survey be presented at a conference
or published, the identity of all survery respondents will remain confidential.
What if you want to stop participating in this study?
You can choose to stop participating in the study at anytime for any reason. You will
not suffer any prejudice or penalty by your decision to stop your participation. You
will experience NO consequences either academically or personally if you choose to
withdraw from this study.
When you begin the survey, you are consenting to participate in the study. If you do
not agree to participate in this research project simply exit now. If, after beginning
the survey, you decide that you do not wish to continue, you may stop at any time.
If you have any questions prior to or during the study, you may contact Lauren Frye
at lauren.frye@wmich.edu or (269) 387-4332 or Dr. Richard Spates at (269) 3874332. You may also contact the Chair of Human Subjects Institutional Review Board
at 269-387-8293 or the vice president for research at 269-387-8298 with any concerns
that you have.
This study was approved by the Western Michigan University Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board (HSIRB) on ( date ). Please do not participate in this
study after (one year after approval).
Participating in this survey online indicates your consent for use of the answers you
supply.
I have read this informed consent document. The risks and benefits have been
explained to me. I agree to take part in this study.

I AGREE
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Outline of Web-Based Survey Content
No. Items

Duration

Informed Consent
Demographic Questions

17

Experience / History of Depression

12

Patient Health Questionnaire – PHQ-9

10

Attitudes Towards Seeking Professional Psychological Help

10

Social Stigma for Receiving Psychological Help Scale

5

Knowledge and Attitudes about Depression and Treatment

11

Introduction to Depression Video

2m 26s

Factors Important to Treatment Choice

2

Pre-Depression Treatment Preference Assessment

3

Behavioral Activation Therapy (BA) Video
BA Preference Assessment

5m 14s
2

Computerized BA Video
Computerized BA Preference Assessment

5m 14s
2

Supportive Therapy Video
Supportive Therapy Preference Assessment

5m 14s
2

Interpersonal Psychotherapy Video
Interpersonal Psychotherapy Preference Assessment

5m 14s
2

Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) Video
CBT Preference Assessment

5m 14s
2

Computerized CBT Video
Computerized CBT Preference Assessment
Thank You For Your Participation
Gift Card Drawing Sign Up

5m 14s
2
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Introduction to Depression Video Script

What is Depression? Depression is one of the most commonly diagnosed mental
health conditions among adults. Symptoms can include depressed mood most of the
day, nearly every day, loss of interest in once enjoyed activities, unintended changes
in weight due to changes in appetite, difficulty falling and staying asleep, or feeling
the need to sleep all of the time, feeling more agitated than usual, or feeling more
slowed down, having much less energy than usual, feeling worthless, feeling guilty,
difficulty focusing and concentrating on things, trouble making decisions, thoughts of
ending your life. Depression can make it difficult to manage daily activities. It can
make it difficult to maintain relationships. Depression is a very treatable condition. If
you are experiencing depression symptoms, and or thoughts of ending your life,
please seek help as soon as possible. Treatment is provided by a physician or licensed
mental health professional. Several mental health treatment options are available to
alleviate symptoms.
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Behavioral Activation Therapy Video Script

Behavioral Activation Therapy
Behavioral Activation (BA) is based on a model that explains how several
factors contribute to, maintain, and even worsen depression: negative life events
(daily life hassles, job loss, relationship loss, trauma, etc.), low levels of pleasurable
and rewarding experiences, avoidant coping strategies (withdrawal from other people
and activities). Thus, BA aims to decrease avoidance, increase engagement in
enjoyable activities, and increase one’s contact with rewarding social experiences. BA
is actually one of the components of another depression treatment – Cognitive
Behavior Therapy (CBT). CBT also targets withdrawal from others and activities,
though primarily addresses negative thoughts and beliefs. CBT works from the
‘inside-out’ by modifying negative thoughts, and BA works from the ‘outside-in’ by
increasing enjoyable activities. BA does not target thoughts and feelings directly
because it proposes these will change when one has more positive life experiences. As
a skills-based, goal-directed treatment, BA teaches proactive problem solving
strategies and addresses barriers to treatment goals. The relationship between
behaviors and mood is taught through self-monitoring and activity scheduling
exercises. Other skills taught include simplifying overwhelming tasks, as well as
social and communication enhancement.
Where are Sessions Held?
BA sessions are held face-to-face with a provider in an outpatient mental
health clinic.
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What is the Nature of the Therapeutic Relationship?
The BA provider considers depression treatment a team effort and works
collaboratively in establishing treatment goals and an action plan. As a coach, the BA
provider reduces overarching goals to more achievable tasks and offers support and
encouragement during stuck points.
How Long Does it Take to Complete?
BA takes 12 to 16 weeks to complete, with each session occurring once a
week for one hour.
How Much Time and Effort is Involved?
BA strongly emphasizes the completion of homework aimed at increasing the
amount of enjoyable activities one engages in. As BA is collaborative in nature, outof-session assignments are always negotiated such that treatment does not become too
burdensome.
How Much Does it Cost?
Direct monetary costs of BA can depend on your provider, healthcare agency,
and whether you have insurance. Typically, you would have an upfront co-pay you
would pay at the time of your appointment, just like any other medical provider. A
university counseling center generally provides mental health services to students free
of charge. Indirect monetary costs include the cost of transportation to and from
appointments, childcare, or time off work to make it to sessions.
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Are There Any Adverse Effects?
The process of treatment can be challenging at times, and one may feel worse
before feeling better. Unpleasant emotions like disappointment, frustration, or anger
may emerge when disclosing personal concerns. There may also be times when one
does not feel like making the active changes emphasized in BA.
Does This Treatment Work?
A prior study comparing CBT to BA actually found there were no differences
in the outcomes produced by either approach. Other studies have found BA to have
better outcomes that Cognitive Therapy. And research has found BA to be just as
effective as medication when used to treat severe depression symptoms. Although,
BA is considered a cost effective alternative to medication. BA has also been found to
be an effective alternative to Supportive Therapy. Overall, research has found BA to
be an efficacious treatment for depression.
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Appendix F
Building a Meaningful Life through Behavioral Activation Video Script
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Building a Meaningful Life through Behavioral Activation Video Script

Computerized Behavioral Activation Therapy
Computerized treatment programs are considered a “state-of-the-art” way to
treat depression, developed with all potential users in mind. Building a Meaningful
Life through Behavior Activation (BAML) is a computerized version of Behavioral
Activation Therapy (BA). BA is based on a model that explains how several factors
contribute to, maintain, and even worsen depression: negative life events (daily life
hassles, job loss, relationship loss, trauma, etc.), low levels of pleasurable and
rewarding experiences, avoidant coping strategies (withdrawal from other people and
activities). Thus, BA aims to decrease avoidance, increase engagement in enjoyable
activities, and increase one’s contact with rewarding social experiences. BA is
actually one of the components of another depression treatment – Cognitive Behavior
Therapy (CBT). CBT primarily focuses on modifying thoughts, while BA focuses on
increasing contact with enjoyable experiences. BA does not target thoughts and
feelings directly because it proposes these will change when one has more positive
life experiences. BAML was developed by BA experts at a Midwestern university
with several interactive and multimedia components. Users can also choose a videotherapist to follow them throughout BAML, as well as follow other depressed
people’s experiences with BAML. BAML introduces users to the relationship
between behavior and mood, and explains the importance of one’s own values and
daily engagement in values consistent activities. BAML also has mini lessons in
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anger management, communication skills, stress management, sleep strategies, goalsetting, and job-getting skills.
Where are Sessions Held?
BAML was designed to be accessed via computer in an outpatient mental
health clinic, counseling center, or primary care setting.
What is the Nature of the Therapeutic Relationship?
BAML is an interactive program where users provide responses to prompts,
questions, and assessments. In turn, BAML delivers feedback, assesses understanding
of session content and assignments, and provides additional help if needed. 5-10
minutes is also spent with a program administrator to briefly check in, review
handouts and assignments, and schedule future sessions.
How Long Does it Take to Complete?
BAML takes 10 sessions to complete, with each session occurring once a
week for about one hour.
How Much Time and Effort is Involved?
BAML requires one to complete assignments aimed at increasing valuesconsistent and enjoyable activities, as well as other skills learned.
How Much Does it Cost?
Direct monetary costs associated with accessing BAML can depend on your
provider or healthcare agency. At the present time insurance will not cover the cost of
computerized treatment programs. A university counseling center generally provides
mental health services to students free of charge and, if available, BAML may be
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accessible there. Indirect monetary costs include the cost of transportation to and
from appointments, childcare, or time off work to make it to sessions.
Are There Any Adverse Effects?
In general, the process of depression treatment can be challenging at times,
and one may feel worse before feeling better. BAML users may experience
unpleasant emotions like disappointment, frustration, or anger when actively working
through their personal concerns. There may also be times when BAML users do not
feel like making the active changes emphasized in the computer program.
Does This Treatment Work?
The BAML computer program is a new technology developed from already
established and evidence-based Behavioral Activation Therapy. A research study
found that BAML significantly reduced depression symptoms and negative thinking,
as well as increased quality of life. The evidence to support BAML is novel, however,
findings still provide preliminary evidence in support of computerized BA for
depression.
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Cognitive Behavior Therapy Video Script
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Cognitive Behavior Therapy Video Script

Cognitive Behavior Therapy
Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) is based on a model which explains how
negative beliefs about one’s self, others, and the world, can lead one to negatively
interpret the events in his or her own life, and can also lead one to withdrawal from
others and once enjoyed activities. The CBT model suggests that the way we perceive
situations influences how we feel, and also the things we do. CBT suggests that
modifying negative problematic thoughts and beliefs will lead to the alleviation of
depression symptoms and withdrawal. CBT introduces strategies aimed at shifting
problematic and distorted thoughts to more realistic, balanced, and healthier ones.
CBT is a skills-based and goal-directed treatment that focuses on solving current
problems and promotes the ongoing application of skills taught. The relationship
between thoughts, mood, and behavior is taught through self-monitoring exercises,
thought records, and activity scheduling. Thought records also allow for problematic
thoughts and beliefs to be examined, challenged, and modified. Activity scheduling
promotes the engagement in behaviors inconsistent with depression, like contact with
others and once enjoyed activities. Other skills taught in CBT include simplifying
overwhelming tasks, as well as social and communication enhancement.
Where are Sessions Held?
CBT sessions are held face-to-face with a provider in an outpatient mental
health clinic.
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What is the Nature of the Therapeutic Relationship?
The CBT provider considers depression treatment a team effort and works
collaboratively in establishing treatment goals and an action plan. As a coach, the
CBT provider offers support and encouragement during stuck points and promotes the
ongoing application of skills learned.
How Long Does it Take to Complete?
CBT takes 12 to 16 weeks to complete, with each session occurring once a
week for one hour.
How Much Time and Effort is Involved?
CBT strongly emphasizes the completion of homework aimed at proactively
solving problems and meeting treatment goals. As CBT is collaborative in nature, outof-session assignments are always negotiated such that treatment does not become too
burdensome.
How Much Does it Cost?
Direct monetary costs of CBT can depend on your provider, healthcare
agency, and whether you have insurance. Typically, you would have an upfront copay you would pay at the time of your appointment, just like any other medical
provider. A university counseling center generally provides mental health services to
students free of charge. Indirect monetary costs include the cost of transportation to
and from appointments, childcare, or time off work to make it to sessions.
Are There Any Adverse Effects?
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The process of treatment can be challenging at times, and one may feel worse
before feeling better. Unpleasant emotions like disappointment, frustration, or anger
may emerge when disclosing personal concerns and distressing thoughts. There may
also be times when one does not feel like making the active changes emphasized in
CBT.
Does This Treatment Work?
Research studies have found CBT to perform better than a placebo pill. CBT
has also been found to be as effective as other empirically supported treatments for
moderate depression. For less than moderate depression, a study found CBT no more
effective than a placebo pill, medication, and Interpersonal Psychotherapy. For severe
depression, several studies have found CBT to be equally as effective as medication.
Research regarding long-term benefits found CBT to be more successful than
medication in reducing the risk for relapse. CBT has also been found to be more costeffective than medication over time. Overall, research has found CBT to be a wellestablished and empirically supported treatment for depression.
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Appendix H
Beating the Blues ™ Video Script
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Beating the Blues ™ Video Script

Computerized Cognitive Behavior Therapy
Computerized treatment programs are considered a “state-of-the-art” way to
treat depression. Beating the Blues US ™ (BTB) is a computerized version of
Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT). The CBT model suggests that the way we
perceive situations influences how we feel, and also the things we do. The model
explains how negative beliefs about one’s self, others, and the world, in addition to
withdrawal from others and once enjoyed activities, leads to the experience of
depression symptoms. CBT suggests that shifting negative thoughts and beliefs to
those that are more balanced will alleviate depression symptoms and withdrawal.
BTB is a skills-based and goal-directed treatment which focuses on solving current
problems and promotes the ongoing application of skills taught. The computer
program is interactive with multimedia features including animation, video
documentaries, and case vignettes. It teaches the relationship between thoughts,
mood, and behavior, and presents strategies aimed at identifying and challenging
unhelpful ways of thinking. BTB strongly promotes reconnecting with others, once
enjoyed activities, and also includes lessons on sleep management and task
breakdown.
Where are Sessions Held?
BTB is accessible via computer located in primary care office, outpatient
mental health clinic, or counseling center. It is also possible to access sessions online
via personal computer.
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What is the Nature of the Therapeutic Relationship?
BTB is designed as a standalone treatment program, however it could be
delivered as a supplement to face-to-face therapy. At an outpatient clinic, a program
administrator spends 5-10 minutes checking in, reviewing assignments, and
scheduling future sessions. For those who complete BTB sessions online there is no
face-to-face contact with a therapist or program administrator. The BTB program
itself does deliver feedback regarding one’s progress, assesses understanding of
content, and provides additional help if needed.
How Long Does it Take to Complete?
BTB takes 8 sessions to complete, with each session occurring once a week
for about 50 minutes.
How Much Time and Effort is Involved?
BTB places a strong emphasis on the completion of homework which
instructs users to actively apply skills and strategies learned from the program.
How Much Does it Cost?
Direct monetary costs associated with accessing BTB can depend on your
provider or healthcare agency. At the present time insurance will not cover the cost of
computerized treatment programs. BTB sessions completed online can range from
$30 to $150 depending on the number of sessions accessed. A university counseling
center generally provides mental health services to students free of charge and, if
available, BTB may be accessible there. Indirect monetary costs include the cost of
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transportation to and from appointments, childcare, or time off work to make it to
sessions.
Are There Any Adverse Effects?
In general, the process of depression treatment can be challenging at times,
and one may feel worse before feeling better. BTB users may experience unpleasant
emotions like disappointment, frustration, or anger when working through personal
concerns. There may also be times when BTB users do not feel like making the active
changes emphasized in the computer program.
Does This Treatment Work?
Compared to treatment as usual, BTB was found to produce significant
reductions in depression and anxiety, even six months after the program. Quality of
life improvements in areas related to work and social adjustment were also observed
following the BTB program. Subsequent BTB studies additionally found increases in
positive thoughts, reductions in negative thoughts, and high satisfaction ratings.
Overall, there is a growing literature supporting the effectiveness of Beating the Blues
for the treatment of depression.
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Interpersonal Psychotherapy Video Script
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Interpersonal Psychotherapy Video Script

Interpersonal Psychotherapy
Interpersonal Psychotherapy (IPT) is based on a model which explains how
depression follows a disruption in one’s social environment. Disruptions may include
the loss of a loved one, a relationship conflict, the beginning or ending of a
relationship, in addition to other significant changes in one’s life, like a geographic or
career move, or becoming ill, or developing a serious medical condition. IPT aims to
resolve the social disruptions and improve one’s interpersonal skills. Once
interpersonal concerns are solved, depression symptoms are expected to resolve as
well. During the initial phase of IPT, the provider evaluates symptoms, current life
stressors, as well as active relationships. The provider considers the status and quality
of relationships, in addition to behavioral patterns contributing to disruptions and
conflicts. During the middle phase of IPT, the provider teaches specific strategies to
address identified problem areas. For instance, helping to mourn the loss of a loved
one, or problem-solving rifts in relationships, coping strategies to help with the
transition from one’s old role to a new role, or decreasing social isolation and
addressing interpersonal deficits. In the final phase of IPT, the provider recaps skills
learned and encourages their continued use.
Where are Sessions Held?
IPT sessions are held face-to-face with a provider in an outpatient mental
health clinic.
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What is the Nature of the Therapeutic Relationship?
The IPT provider works as an ally, making sure the therapeutic relationship is
relaxed and supportive.
How Long Does it Take to Complete?
IPT takes 12 to 16 weeks to complete, with each session occurring once a
week for one hour.
How Much Time and Effort is Involved?
IPT pressures one to actively apply skills learned to resolve interpersonal
disruptions outside of session.
How Much Does it Cost?
Direct monetary costs of IPT can depend on your provider, healthcare agency,
and whether you have insurance. Typically, you would have an upfront co-pay you
would pay at the time of your appointment, just like any other medical provider. A
university counseling center generally provides mental health services to students free
of charge. Indirect monetary costs include the cost of transportation to and from
appointments, childcare, or time off work to make it to sessions.
Are There Any Adverse Effects?
The process of treatment can be challenging at times, and one may feel worse
before feeling better. Unpleasant emotions like disappointment, frustration, or anger
may emerge when disclosing and working through interpersonal problems. There may
also be times when one does not feel like making the active changes emphasized in
IPT.
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Does This Treatment Work?
When delivered by highly trained IPT therapists, IPT has been found to be just
as effective as medication in alleviating depression symptoms. Medication produces
changes in depression symptoms much quicker than IPT. However, IPT leads to
greater improvement in interpersonal functioning, which is even maintained after
treatment. Research comparing non-medication depression treatments has found
IPT’s outcomes to be less favorable than Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT).
Nonetheless, IPT is considered a well-established treatment for depression.
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Supportive Therapy Video Script
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Supportive Therapy Video Script

Supportive Therapy
Supportive Therapy is commonly referred to as counseling. This approach is
based on the assumption that emotional and personal problems can resolve just by
talking with a mental health treatment provider. Supportive therapy solely focuses on
identifying, exploring, and having one express his or her emotional and stressful life
experiences. The provider encourages open discussions of the concerns which led one
to seek therapy. Supportive therapy, however, does not offer alternative solutions to
one’s experienced problems. It also does not teach new skills or problem-solving
strategies. Thus, with supportive therapy, the provider refrains from giving specific
advice. They also refrain from delivering any therapeutic strategies other than
listening and providing encouragement.
Where are Sessions Held?
Therapy sessions are held face-to-face with a provider in an outpatient mental
health clinic, private practice, or counseling center.
What is the Nature of the Therapeutic Relationship?
This approach strongly emphasizes the establishment of a therapeutic
relationship that is relaxed and supportive in nature. The provider works as an ally
and creates a therapeutic environment enriched with empathy, encouragement,
support, and acceptance. The provider’s interactions are non-judgmental, and it is
additionally important that the patient feel understood and listened to. Although the
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therapist does not directly provide input, he or she supports the patient’s own
problem-solving approaches.
How Long Does it Take to Complete?
Supportive therapy can be delivered as a short term, time-limited treatment. It
can take approximately 12 weeks to complete, with each session occurring once a
week for one hour.
How Much Time and Effort is Involved?
Because supportive therapy is not a skills-based treatment, out-of-session
homework is not assigned per se. However, it is up to patients to solve their personal
concerns on their own, without direct input from the provider.
How Much Does it Cost?
Direct monetary costs for supportive therapy can depend on your provider,
healthcare agency, and whether you have insurance. Typically, you would have an
upfront co-pay at the time of your appointment, just like any other medical provider.
A university counseling center generally provides mental health services to students
free of charge. Indirect monetary costs include the cost of transportation to and from
appointments, childcare, or time off work to make it to sessions.
Are There Any Adverse Effects?
It is possible for unpleasant emotions to emerge, like disappointment,
frustration, or anger, when disclosing personal concerns. Unpleasant feelings may
also arise in response to not learning alternative skills and strategies for better
managing one’s struggles. Given the unstructured and non-directive nature of
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supportive therapy, times may also arise when patients do not feel like addressing
their problems on their own without guidance.
Does This Treatment Work?
Several studies have compared supportive therapy to other treatments for
depression. Supportive therapy does have common therapeutic elements found in all
psychological treatments. However, unlike supportive therapy, other active
psychological treatments include strategies that are skills-based. Supportive therapy
has been found to reduce depression symptoms. However, supportive therapy is less
effective than other psychological treatments for depression.

